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Several techniques for obtaining linear constant-coefficient airplane 
models from specified handling-quality time histories are discussed. One 
technique, the pseudodata method, solves the basic problem. yields specified 
eigenvalues, and ~ccommodates state-variable transfer-function zero suppres-
sion. The algebraic equations to be solved are bilinear. at worst. The dis-
advantages are reduced generality and no assurance that the resulting model 
will be airplanelike in detail. 
The method is fully.illustrated for a fourth-order stability-axis small-
I~tion model with three lateral handling-quality time histories specified. 
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Aircraft control systems have been designed in the past to meet stability, 
apparent damping, and sensitivity criteria. Subsequently, pilot comments and 
ratings. using the Cooper-Harper rating scale, graded the performance of the 
pilot-airplane-flight-control-system combination. The C-H scale emphasizes 
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LANDING APPROACH [1]* 
Experience has shown that the design criteria are often a subset of the han-
dling-quality criteria. I~ order to design flight-control systems which 
achieve low (desirable) C-H ratings, some explicit consideration of handling 
qualities must be incorporated into the design process. The work begun by the 
Boeing Airplane Company and extended by the McDonnell-Douglas Company has re-
sulted in quantitative specifications which are intended to insure "good" 
aircraft handling qualities. These specifications take the form of envelopes 
within which selected time-histories must fall, ~.~., normalized sideslip, 
normalized roll rate, and two blended quantities, C* and D*, containing 
the acceleration cues at the pilot station. 
An evolutionary process has provided the basic design of most aircraft 
control systems. It is often the case that the selection of numerical values 
* 
. The numbers in square brackets refer to bibliography entries, 
for the many parameters in a control system is more difficult than the 
establishment of the control system structure and modes of operation. To 
overcome this "tuning" problem, a model-matching optimization technique can 
be implemented on a large digital computer. Such a program adjusts specified 
parameters of a simulated airp1ane-f1ight-contro1-system combination so as to 
minimize some measure of the dynamic differences between the closed-loop air-
plane and a low-order model of a desirable prototy~e airplane. As a partic-
ipant in the ASEE-NASA Summer Faculty Fellowship Program in the summers of 
1974 and 1975, the principal investigator. working in the Vehicle Dynamics 
and Control Division of the NASA Flight Research Center, Edwards, California, 
developed a method of translating handling-quality time-history specifica-
tions into prototype aircraft models. These models are suitable for subse-
quent use with an FRC model-matching program: CONOPT. 
The connection between specified time histories which fall within the 
established envelopes and numerical values for adjustable parameters onboard 
the aircraft is, in principle, established. The method is explained in the 
following sections and the lateral-motion case demonstrated. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The NASA Flight Research Center computer program CONOPT, which resulted 
from the addition of the MIT Model Performance Index Design Program OPT to the 
in-house control system analysis program CONTROL, is a mode"-m~tching package. 
The user specifies the model in transfer-function form. The Model PI tech-
nique [2] requires that the model transfer funct'ion, if it has any zeros, 
should have the same number of ~xcess poles over zeros as the closed-loop 
2 
__ I 
airplane control system. _If it has no zeros then the number of poles of the 
model transfer function should be equal to or less than the number of excess 
poles over zeros of the closed-loop airplane. Another condition on the model 
transfer function is that it must have reasonable eigen/alues. Thus the model 
is a linear, constant-coefficient ordinary differential equation in operator 
notation. 
D(d)x(t) = N(d)u(t) 
• 
wi th loose bounds on the ' Jots of. 
and constraints on the coefficients of N(d). In order to obtain the entire 
matrix transfer function 1n one op~ration the model will be represented in 
state variable form. 
d~ = a~ + ~u . 
(1) 
( 3) 
The problem is to determine an a and ~ combination which satisfies the loose 
bounds and constraints above and which describes a low-order prototype air-
plane model with "good" handling qualities. FRC program CONTROL can be used 
to obtain transfer fUnctions from ~ and ~ for use by CONOPT. 
The handling-quality time histories, Yi(t), are linear combinations of 
state variabl~s, 
(4) 
If all the Yi(t) fall within their handling-quality time-history envelopes the 
model is appropriate for use with CONOPT. 
3 
I 
The rigid-body equations of motion for symmetrical airplanes slightly 
disturbed from straight and level flight can be separated into two sets of 
four simultaneous first-order linear constant-coefficient ordinary differen-
tial equations [3]. One set describes the longitudinal motion. or motion in 
the plane of symmetry of a normally configured airplane. The other set de-
scribes the lateral motion. In each case, 
(5 ) 
where ~ is 4 x 4 and ~ is 4 x 1 if there is only one input. 
Only one longitudinal handling-quality criterion has been established: 
* * Cn. Three lateral handling-quality criteria have been proposed: On' normal-
ized roll rate, and normal ized sidesl ip. An enve1.ope for the first derivative 
of each handling-quality time history has also been proposed [4]. These eight 
envelopes are plotted in Figures 1 through 4. These handling-quality time-
* history envelopes imply standard inputs. The C response results from a step 
change in elevator position, c • and the lateral handling-quality time re-
E 
sponses result from a step change in aileron position, ca. 
METHODS 
An obvious procedure for obtaining models with handling-quality time 
histories which fall within specified envelopes is to: 
1. Guess a model in terms of A and b 
2. Calculate ~(t) 
3. Form t( t) 
4. Compare ~(t) and t(t) to the appropriate envelopes 
4 
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5. If no envelopes are violated, stop 
6. Otherwise alter A and/or b according to some 
strategy and return to Step 2. 
This "brute force" technique would consume large amounts of computer time and 
may not succeed. It would be necessary to define a cost ;unctiona1 which 
measure.s all excursions outside of the envelopes and which is suitable for use 
in a numerical optimization'scheme. Next a connection between the elements 
aij and bi and the cost functional would have to be established. Finally, 
there is no assurance that the attainable minima of this functional would be 
zero. The addition of hard and soft constraints arising from the loose bounds 
on the eigenvalues and specification of the pole-zero excess of the transfer 
functions complicates the numerical optimization problem. In the fourth-order 
lateral-motion case there would be: twelve variables to be manipulated, four 
~oft constraint equations to be approximately satisfied, n hard constraint 
equations where n is the sum of the specified po1p.-zero excesses, and six en-
velopes to be matched. 
One simplification which circumvents the need for a cost functional and 
optimization strategy is the use of direct search. If any soll.:tion which sat-
isfies the constraints and the envelopes is as useful as any other, systematic 
or random direct search is easier to implement and no more wasteful of computer 
time than optimization. Random direct search has been used to obtain second-
order longitudinal airplane transfer functions. In this simpler situation 
the aij : i ,j = 1,2 are randomly selected. If the resulting eigenvalues fall 
within the region shown in Figure 5 [4], the bi : i = 1,2 are randomly selected 
* .* and C and C calculated. The ranges of the random choices are very 
10 
. I I . . L 
influential. Sample results are: 
1. 558 random sets of aij yielded 22 acceptable pairs of real 
eigenvalues and six acceptable pairs of complex eigenvalues. 
2. For II having acceptable real eigenvalues 118 random pairs of. 
bi were required to find one pair which yielded time-responses 
* .* which match the C and C envelopes. 
3. For ~ having acceptable complex eigenvalues 320 random pairs 
of bi were required to find one pair which satisfied the 
envelopes. 
4. If one envelope was matched (and the other violated) it was 
.* * as likely to be the C envelope as the C envelope. 
The application of direct search to the fourth-order problem is currently 
being investigated. This is potentially useful for the development of models 
* .* which satisfy the longitudinal criteria, C and C , but less so for the lateral 
case. In order to develop lateral motion models and obviate the use of iter-
ative numerical techniques the problem must be reposed. 
If one begins with specific time responses which fall within the envelopes 
an~ seeks a model whose output responses closely resemble the specified 
handling-quality time histories the problem no longer requires iteration. If 
the eigenvalues are specified or obtained from the input responses and then 
frozen and if all elements of A and ~ are unspecified rather than just those 
elements which are normally nonzeY'o for most airplanes, the problem is well-
posed. This procedure has three disadvantages: 
1. The partial degrees of freedom represented by loose bounds on 
11 
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on the eigenvalues are lost. 
2. The envelopes are not directly used and may be violated by 
the results. 
3. The resulting ~ is not constrained to have the zero elements 
and kinematic elements usually found in such models of 
airplanes. 
. J 
Experience with lateral-motion examples has shown that ~ may well have ob-
viously unrealistic elements and still produce realistic transfer functions. 
This is sufficient for present purposes. 
The reposed problem is the following: given y(t), ~(aij) and §(aij ), 




Y ~ Y in some best sense, 
with 
h 




Note that the elements of § and ~ are known functions of the unknown elements 
of 8 and that § is normally not square. there being fewer elements in y than 
in x. 
The first step is to obtain an analytical representation of the input 
time histories which one specifies in the form of a table of discrete values 
uniformly spaced in time. If the model is to be a fourth-order constant-
13 
coefficient linear ordinary differential equation, its solution must have 
the form: 
(9) 
These coefficients and eigenvalues, cij and Aj' are obtained by least-squared-
error fitting the above form to the specified discrete values of Yi • This is 
a two-step process. First the Aj are calculated. The calculation is based 
upon first and second differences between adjacent y. values and is strongly 
. 1 
influenced by their precision. If the values are represented by three signif-
icant figures the resulting eigenvalues are drastically incorrect even when 
the data are contrived and there should be an exact solution. As the number 
of significant figures is increased the calculated eigenvalues more closely 
resemble the correct values. However, if data obtained from sketched time 
responses or imprecise tables are to be accommodated, it is impractical to 
calculate eigenvalues from sur~ data. In such cases, the eigenvalues which 
the model is to have must be specified. In either case, the cij are straight-
forwardly calculated and the resulting fits usually quite good. Thus one can 
A 
represent the input time histories, y(t). as 
A. At y ::: y = Ce- + c 
-- -
(10) 
where the elements of c are the c.·. 
- 1 
An example set of discrete input data points and their fitted represent-
ations is shown in Figures 6 through 8. Reasonable responses were sketched 
onto graphs of the lateral handling-quality envelopes and then converted to 
tabular form by estimating the values at half-second intervals. The eigen-
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A2 '" -.003 
A3 '" -.25 - j2.0 
A4 '" -.25 + j2.0 
n 
Once the specified discrete values of the Yi are approximately represented 
Y '" Ce~t + c 
- -- -
This equation can be Laplace transformed into 
(11 ) 
Assuming a unit-step input, the plant and output equations can also be Laplace 
transformed into 
s~(s) '" ~~(s) + ~/s 
~(s) '" §~(s) + ~/s 
which are manipulated to obtain 
~(s) '" (sI - A)-IbIs'" ¢(s)b/s 
- - - --
V(s) '" G¢(s)b/s + hIs (12) 
- -". - -
If equation 12 .is rearranged to match the form of equation 11, the right-
hand sides of equations 11 and 12 can be equated, coefficient by coefficient, 
to produce n(m+l) simultaneous algebraic equations where n is the order of 
the plant equation, equation 6, and m is the number of elements in the output 
vector, equation 7. For low-order models this is a satisfactory technique. 
19 
The algebraic equations are of degree :;n. In the fourth-order lateral-
motion example there are sixteen nonlinear equations containing. at worst, 
quadruple-cross-product terms. A limited amount of experience with these 
equations has shown them to be numerically sensitive. An effort is being 
made to develop a computer program which will solve the fourth-order example 
equations with various constraints on the elements and eigenvalues of ~. 
While this may prove to be the most satisfactory approach to the problem, the 
numerical uncertainties are sufficient to motivate the development of an al-
ternative technique which is computationally simpler. 
A less numerically-sensitive approach can be developed by combining equa-
tions 7 and 10. 
-I At -I d dx = G CAe- .. G h I) 
- - --- - - a 
If these expressions are substituted into eouation 6 one obtains 
or 









It is assumed that 0a(t) = 1 and §-lndoa is neglected at this point but must 
be introduced as an initial contlition vector when computing model time re-
sponses. A model obtained from equations 14 and 15 will have the specified 
eigenvalues and match the analytical representations of the input data exactly. 
Unfortunately the above results assume the existence of §_l whereas, in 
general, § is not square. One can substitute the right pseudoinverse and ob-
tain similar· results except that! will be singular and the model eigenvalues 
are no longer equal to the specified eigenvalues since ~ and ~ are no longer 
similar. If G is square and nonsingu1ar, equations 14 and 15 hold. There are 
two cases of practical interest in which § is nonsingu1ar. First, one can 
specify n = m, that is, let the number of time histories establish the order 
of the model. Secondly, it may be possible to adjoin created pseudo-time-
histories to l until m = n. One must have the means to create these pseudo-
time-histories. They must be linear combinations of the model state varia-
bles and the resulting distribution matrix must be nonsingu1ar. 
In the lateral-direction, small-motion example, the state variables are 
roll rate. yaw rate,sides1ip angle and roll angle. The handling-quality 
indicators are normalized roll rate, normalized sideslip angle and normalized D~ 
21 
I . 
The normalized roll-rate input data can be integrated to produce normalized 
roll-angle p5eudodata. For the example. this was accomplished by exactly 
fitting a tenth-order polynomial to the eleven discrete roll-rate data points 
shown in Figure 6. This polynomial was integrated and evaluated at the same 
values of time to generate the discrete pseudodata points shown in Figure 9. 
The continuous curve in Figure 9 results from fitting an equation of the form 
of equation 9 to the discrete pseudodata points just as is done for the normal 
data. This allows the expansion of ~ to ~ and § to § and assures the pon-
-
singularity of §. This, in turn, allows calculation of ~ and ~ using equa-
tions 14 and 15. The same straightforward opportunity to augment t until G 
is square and nonsingu1ar does not exist in the longitudinal small-motion case. 
although a designer could impose specifications on the motion. in adqition to 
* -the Boeing C criterion. and thereby create a nonsingu1ar §. 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEOURES 
D* is a weighted combination of aircraft sideslip which is considered 
the principal low-speed handling-quality parameter and lateral acceleration 
at the pilot station which is the principal motion cue parameter at high 
speeds [4]. In terms of a stability-axis system representation of small 
perturbations about straight and level flight for a normally configured air-
craft with the pilot station on the longitudinal principal axis the expression 
* . for D 1S 
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elements ~ and 2 one obtains 
and 
( 18) 
* Unit Correction Factors for 0 Equation 
D* i3 C3 
Value Units 
rad -9.91 x 10-3 (9\b ft') 
g's 
d~ro -1.73 x 10-4 [9'S - ft'] ~ 1 b - (leg 
rad -3.19 x 10-1 ( ft3 J 1 b-sec2 
ft/sec 2 : i 
deg -5.57 x 10-3 [ ft
3 
) lb-sec 2-aeg 
Units for crossover dynamic pressure, qco; lb/ft2 
Table 1 [4] 
24 
I 
Note that this assumes that the plant matrix is 
an a12 
·"l A = a21 
• 
• J · 
With no constraints on the elements aij " Thus A is specifically not con-












Thus the output distribution matrix § for the lateral motion case is of the 
form 
. l/pss 0 0 0 
G = 0 0 1/ Sss 0 (20) 













The augmented output distribution matrix is 
l/pss 0 0 0 
0 ,0 l/f3ss 0 G = 0 0 0 l/pss (23) 
Dp/Dss D/Dss Df3/Dss Dq,/Dss 
which is nonsingular if Dr f O. The augmented output vector, ~(t), is 
Y2(t) = f3n(t) 
Y3(t) = f Pn(t)dt = q,n(t) 
(24) 
Since n2 elements of ~ and the n elements of ~ are to be established equation 
14 is equivalent to n2 scalar equations with n2 unknowns and equation 15 is 
equivalent to n scalar equations with n unknowns. This is not significantly 
different from the Laplace transform method in which one obtains n(m+l) alge-
braic equations without having had to create psuedodata. However, the degree 
26 
L. 
of the simultaneous equations to be solved in the Laplace transform method 
is n whereas the equations arising from the pseudodata method contain cross-
product terms at worst. This dramatically increases the liklihood of obtain-
ing solutions by iterative numerical means. For the fourth-order lateral 
motion example, there are sixteen equations to be solved for the a... A lJ 
Newton-Euler procedure [5] was employed in which an initial estimate of the 
solution vector a is iteratively improved. If equation 14 is rewritten 
f(!!) = Q (25) 
and ~(!!) is the Jacobian matrix associated with the equation 25 then 
(26) 
This simple procedure has proved to be so successful that A = I can be used as 
the starting point and every element of (!!k+l - !!k) is reduced to 10-5 in three 
iterations typically. The elements of b are obtained from equation '15 without 
iteration. 
Before ~ and ~ can be calculated, equations of the form of equation 10 
must be fitted to the input data. The resulting coefficient arrays £ and S 
appear in equations 14 and 15. Note that! = g-l£ in the pseudodata method. 








z = 1.2 ••.. (number of discrete values Yi(z~t)). 
The cij and ci can be eliminated by linearly combining the ez' One obtains a 
linear set of simultaneous algebraic equations 
~"l! = ~' (28) 
where the elements of D' are first differences of the table of Yi(z~t) values 
and the elements of ~' are second differences. Unfortunately. if the Yi(z~t) 
values are obtained from time-response sketches or are imprecise for any reason 
the ~j calculated from equation 28 are uselsss. Frequently the ~j obtained in 
such cases have negative values from which no A. can be calculated. 
J 
In lieu of eiganvalues obtained from the input data. it has been neces-
sary , in all practical calculations, to use specified eigenvalues. In such 
cases the calculation of g is based on minimizing 
11 
E = I e 2 
z= 1 z 
where the lateral handling-quality time histories typically span five seconds 
and are discretized by taking values every haH second for a total of eleven 
values per time history. The initial value of y(t) is forced to be zero by 
28 
4 
Ci - I c .. j=l lJ (29) 
As a check on the entire computational process once an ~ and ~ have been 
I . 
.1 ... 1 l 
calculated, § and ~ can be calculated, ~(t)obtained by integration and ~(t) 
calculated. This ~(t), obtained by integration, is plotted with the fitted 
~(t). They should be identical. The integration method is described in 
Takc.'ashi, et. 21., page 103 [6]. The solution matrix is represented by a 
series expansion containing p terms. The number of terms is specified by a 
recipe attributed to Paynter 
(30) 
where n is the size of the ~ matrix and q is the largest element of ~llt. 
The example fitted and integrated handling-quality time histories are 
plotted in Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
29 
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The Laplace-transformed analytical representation of the input data, 
equation 11, has one fewer zero than poles in each element of the n~trix 
transfer function §(s) where 
y(s) = §(s)/s 
or 
_ cil ci2 ci3 ci4 co; y (s) - -- + -- + -- + -- + -; S-A 1 S-A 2 S-A, S->'4 S 
Th1s expression can be rewritten, omitting the; subscript 
To reduce the number of zeros in the transfer function, the following con-
straint equations must be incorporated into the least-square minimization, 
equation 29. To suppress one zero 




If three zeros are suppressed, only one parameter remains to be established 
by the minimization and the resulting representation of the input time history 
is inadequate. 
For low-order models, zero suppression has two detrimental effects on the 
models obtained. The first is the worsening of the agreement between the dis-
cretized input time histories and their analytical representations. For ex-
ample, the unconstrained least-squared-error method yields a satisfactory fit 
of the rall-rate input, as shown in Figure 6. The continuous fitted curve has 
approximately the same relationship to the envelope as does the discretized 
input data. If the LSE method is constrained by equation 32 to have one less 
zero, one obtains the fit shown in Figure 13. If one further constrains the 
LSE minimization by equation 33, another zero will be eliminated and, for the 
example data, the fit is degraded to that shown in Figure 14. The same se-
quence is portrayed in Figures 7, 15, and 16 for the sideslip input. The 
Figure 7 results are unconstrained, one zero is suppressed in Figure 15 and 
two zeros are suppressed in Figure 16. Important features of the discrete 
inputs can be preserved by weighting the appropriate errors, e
z
' in the LSE 
method. This may make the constrained fits more useful. Even the uncon-
strained cases can be altered. The risetime of the fitted roll rate can be 
reduced, for example. However, the overall fit cannot be improved by weighting. 
The second detrimental effect of zero suppression is the increased ten-
dency of the ~ matrix to contain unrealistic values. The A and e arrays re-
sulting from unconstrained fits of the input time histories are 
35 
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The Newton-Euler procedure for obtaining the aij converged in three iterations 
to a maximum variation of aloe c' _ment from one iteration to the next of 
.00001 or less. This model was obtained from the unconstrained fits shown in 
Figures 6. 7, and 8. 
If one zero in the roll-rate transfer function and one zero in the side-
slip tl'ansfer function are suppressed. the ~ and ~ arrays are altered to 
-3.49 4.73 97.14 0.52 
0.96 -3.42 -22.48 -.07 
A = 
- .19 0.30 4.00 0.02 
-.32 2.44 15.42 0.01 
and 
0.00 
b = 1.06 
0.00 
0.87 





obtained from the fits shown in Figures 13, 15, and 8. 
If two zeros in the roll-rate transfer function and two zeros in the 
sideslip transfer function are suppressed, the ~ and b arrays are 
A = 
and 




-2.88 138.62 -.86 
-.04 8.73 0.06 
1.45 96.10 0.59 
0.00 
1.45 
b = 0.00 
0.87 
Three iterations were sufficient and the model was obtained from the data 
shown in Figures 14, 16, and 8. 
The number of terms in the expansion of the state transition matrix speci-
fied by Paynter's reoipe, equation 30, is a function of the largest absolute 
value contained in ~ and this number is frequently larger than the practical 
limit of about 30 when zeros are suppressed. 
The additional information required to calculate ~ and b from the discrete 
time histories shown in Figures 7-16 is given in Table 2. The specified 
eigenvalues were 
A2 = -.003 





A IRPLA t.£ MODEL WITH SPECIFI EO TIME HISTORIES 
FLIGHT AND VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
AIRSPEED 612.2 FTISEC 
CG TO PILCT STATIn LONGITUDINAL DISTANCE 22.24 FT 
OIMENSIO~AL CONSTANT FOR DSTAR EQUATION -.3190 CUBIC-FEET/LE-SECONDS-SQU.RED 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 331.8 LB/FT-SQUARED 
ROLLRA TE NOR MALI ZA TI ON FACTOR .500 
SIDESLIP NORMALIZATION FACTOR 10.000 
DSTAR NORMALIZATION FACTOR .010 




The eigenvalues and vehicle and flight parameters are approximately those of 
a Lockheed Jetstar, a four-engined utility transport [7], at 20,000 feet al-
titude and Mach = 0.6. It should be noted that the discrete input time his-
tories were obtained from p n' an' and D~ responses sketched by an FRC engineer 
[8] and do not refer to a particular airplane or flight condition. Finally, 
FRC program CONTROL was used to calculate transfer function coefficients from 
the above ~ and ~ arrays in combination with the appropriate distribution 
matrices, calculated from equation 22, to verify the suppression of the speci-
fied zeros. 
VERIFICATION 
Flight test data obtained from the FRC Lockheed Jetstar [9] provides a 
test case for the above model-generation procedure. For small, lateral varia-
* 
tions about straight and level flight, the Jetstar can be represented by 
* 
A = 
-2.353 0.735 -11.050 0.000 
-.057 0.358 3.836 0.000 








Body axis nondimensional stability derivative parameters used in place of 




G = O. 
O. 
14.75 
The eigenvalues were 
1.1 = -.24045 



















CONTROL was used to calculate the handling-quality time histories for the 
period 0.0 to 5.0 seconds. The discrete input data extracted from the CONTROL 
output is given in Table 3. The flight and vehicle parameters are given in 
Table 2. The normalization factors were arbitrarily selected. 
The responses of the resulting model are shown in Figures 17. 18. and 20 
and compared with the discrete input values of Table 3 after normalization. 
The ~, e, § and fi arrays which define the model are 
-2.359 0.771 -10.939 -.003 
-.053 -.359 3.849 0.000 
A = 0.025 -1.005 -.201 0.053 
0.906 -.021 .278 0.003 
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Table 3 
Time Roll rate Sideslip D* 
0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 
0.5 1.64 .016 37.6 
1.0 2.04 .058 67.6 
1.5 2.04 .093 95.1 
2.0 2.01 .098 126. 
2.5 2.06 .080 161. 
3.0 2.14 .065 198. 
3.5 2.18 .069 234. 
4.0 2.15 .089 265. 
4.5 2.09 .109 295 . 
5.0 2.05 . 115 327. 
These values are multiplied by the normalization factors listed in Table 2 
before they are plotted. 
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These results are close to the original arrays. The differences are attrib-
uted to the tl"uncation of the CONTROL output values to two or three signifi-
cant figures to approximate imprecise or sketched input data. 
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DISCUSSION 
The problem of obtaining an ~ and ~ from specified output time histories 
is one of nonlinear, noisefree identification. Five techniques for solving 
this problem have been suggested. The minimization of a cost functional which 
measures the differences between a trial solution and the handling-quality 
time-history envelopes would consume a large amount of computer time and there 
is no assurance that such a cost functional would be sufficiently well behaved 
to have a useful solution. Similarly, one could consume a large amount of 
computer time seeking solutions by random direct search. A graduate student 
is currently working on a val'iation of direct search in which the sensitivity 
of the time-history errors to changes in the ~ matrix elements is calculated. 
Then a set of incremental changes to the ~ elements can be obtained. 
The Laplace transformation method is also being pursued by a graduate 
student. In this form the problem is quite easily formulated but is i11-
posed. It remains to be seen whether this method can advantageously incor-
porate the loose bounds on the eigenvalue£ or not. It also has the disad-
vant~ge of being a two-approximate-step process. One obtains y(t) from 2(t) 
and then r(t) from ¥(t) except that the lattel' two will nat coincide as they 
do in the pseudodata method. The Lapla,·e transformation method and the sensi-
tivity matrix method do have the advantagl' that th(,!y can be made to yield ~ 
matrices of the form of equation 19. 
The remair.ing approach, the pseudo data method has two advantages. It 
contains only one approximation step and it is nLm~rically efficient. The 
disadvantages are that it is somewhat less general and yields unconstrained 8 
matrices. Experience has shown that the transfer functions resulting from 
51 
the unconstrained A matrices resemble those produced by ~ matrices of the 
form of equation 19. The pseudodata method results ina vlell-posed set of 
bilinear algebl'aic equations which yield an A matrix having the specified 
eigenvalues. 
The pseudodata method is the only method which readily achieves zero 
suppression. In the other methods zero suppression contributes to their ill-
posedness making useful solutions even more numerically difficult to obtain. 
The utility of any zero-suppressed solution is called into doubt by the 
detrimental effect suppression has on the LSE fit of the discretized input 
data (see Figures 13,14,15, and 16). Relieved of the need to suppress 
transfer-function zeros, one might prefer one of the other methods. 
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APPENDIX A 
Use of Program AANDB 
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INTENDED OPERATION 
1 . Put in normalized discrete data 
2. Obtain nomalized responses 
3. Put in normal ization factors 
4. Obtain the normalizing distribution matrix 
5. Obtain the non-normalized airplane equations 
in state-space form. 
6. Use CONTROL to obtain transfer functions 
Steps 1 through 5 are performed by an example Fortran program AANDB for 
the fourth-order sma 11-1 atera l-moti on case. The structure of tl'e program is 
shown ~n Figure A-l. The subroutines perform the following tasks: 
i< 
MUGEN: Calculates eigenvalues fl'om input time-history data. 
CASE1* (w"ith entl'y points CASE2 and CASE3): Calculates the c. 
1 







to the input time-history data. 
LISTER: Prints information from COMMON on demand. 
FITTING: Fits a polynomial to roll-rate data and integrates it to 
produce roll-angle pseudodata. 
MODEL: Calculates the plant matrix, 8, input distribution vector. 
~. the output distl'ibution matrix, §. and the input/output 
coupling vector, h. 
RES PONS : Integrates the pl ant equations to produce compal'i son time 
hi stori es. 
CASEl does not suppl'ess any transfer function zeros, CASE2 suppl'esses one zero 




READ---- I- fiTTING I- UNVR 
r- CASEl r--[iNVR I 
CASE2 
CASE.3 
1- GRAPHS r------ -PLOT 
-iUSTER] -PRINT 
r- RESPONS LISTER f- -PRINT 
lUSTER ~ -PRINT 





S!~';?NS: Plots envelopes and time histories and their first derivatives. 
INVR: Inverts matrices. 
The first fourteen input data cards are read by MAIN. The final two 
input data cards are read by subroutine MODEL. The input data cards contain 
the following information: 
1 st data card: 
IF NN(l) = 1 : 
NN(2) = 1 : 
NN(3) = 1 : 
NN(4) = 1 : 
NN(5) = 1 : 
NN(6) = 1 : 
NN(7) = 1 : 
NI~ (8) = 1: 
NN (9) = 1: 
NN (10) = 1: 
NN (11) = 1: 
NN (12) = '\: 
NN(13) = 1: 
NN(14) = 1: 
NN(15) = 1: 
,56 
NN(20); 2012 
LISTER will print: data, NN, MeASE, NPLOT, NHIST, 
input time histories 
LISTER will print eigenvalues obtained from input 
time histories 
LISTER will print eigenvalues specified by user 
LISTER wi 11 print roll angle data obtained from 
roll rate 
LISTER will print complex coefficient matrix ~ 
LISTER will print summary of time-history curve 
not used 
not used 
LISTER Ivill print envelopes for PN, BETAN, OSTAR 
& derivatives 
fitting results 
LISTER wi 11 pri nt fitted curves fot' PN, BETAN, DSTAR 
& derivatives 
LISTER will print number of terms included in series 
for eMt 
LISTER will print differe:lce equation P matrix 
LISTER will print difference equation 9 vector 
LISTER will print responses obtained by integt'ating 
model equations 
L~STER win print derivatives of responses obtained 
"rom ~, 9 
NN (16) = 1: LISTER will print "PN PLOTTED" if NPLOT requests it 
NN( 17) = 1: LISTER will print "BETAN PLOTTED" if NPLOT requests it 
NN (18) = 1: LISTER will print "DSTAR PLOTTED" if NPLOT requests it 
NN(19) = 1: not used 
NN(20) = 1: not used 
2nd - 12th data cards: TIME. PN. BETAN. DSTAR; 4F10.0 
-
0.0 0;0 0.0 0.0 
0.5 PN ( .5) BETAN(.5) DSTAR(.5) 
1.0 PN (1. ) BETAN(1. ) DSTAR(1. ) 
1.5 PN(1.5) BEfAN(1.5) DST,l\R ( 1. 5 ) 
2.0 PN{2. ) BETAN(2.) DSTAR(2. ) 
2.5 PN(2.5) BETAN(2.5) DSTAR(2.5) 
3.0 PN (3. ) BETAN(3.) DSTAR(3.) 
3.5 PN(3.5) BETAN(3.S) DSTAR(3.5) 
4.0 PN (4. ) BETAN(4.) DSTAR(4L 
4.5 PN(4.5) BETAN(4.S) DSTAR(4.5L 
5.0 PN(5.) '\ETAN(S.) DSTAR( 5. ) 
13th datn card: MeASE. NPLOT. NHIST; 314 
If NHIST 1- 0 subroutine RESPONS will be caned to calculate the 
model time histories. If NPLOT 1- 0 subroutine graphs will be called 





o no plots . 
1 PN and PNDOT plotted 
2 BETAN and BETANDOT plotted 
3 PN, PNDOT, BETAN, BETANDnT plotted 
4 PSTAR, DSTARDOT plotted 
5 BETAN, BETANDOT, DSTAR, DSTARDOT plotted 
6 PN, PNDOT, DSTAR, DSTARDOT plotted 
7 all plots 
8 no plots 
MeASE must be appropriate for: 
GO TO{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}, MeASE 
1 P{s} has no zero{s} suppressed 
e{s} has no zero{s} suppressed 
2 P{s} has two zero(s} suppressed 
e{s} has one zero{s} suppressed 
3 P{s} has one zero{s} suppressed 
e{s} has two zero{s} suppressed 
4 P{s} has one zero{s} suppressed 
/:3{s} has one zero{s} suppressed 
5 p{s} has one zero{s} suppressed 
sIs} has no zero{s} suppressed 
6 p{s) has no zero(s} suppressed 
S{s} has one zero{s; suppressed 
7 p{s} has two zero{s} suppressed 
S{s} has no zero{s} suppressed 
8 P{5} has no zero{s} suppressed 
e{s} has two zero{s} suppressed 
9 p{s} has two zero{s} suppressed 
S{s} has two zero{s} suppressed 
14th data card: specified eigenvalues; 8F10.0 
1-10 First eigenvalues which is real 
21-30 Second eigenvalue which is also real 
41-50 Real part of third eigenvalue 
51-60 Imaginary part of third eigenvalue 
61-70 Real part of fourth eigenvalue 










* velocity, length, c3, qco' Pss ' i3ss ' Dss; 7F10.O 
Nominal airspeed in ft/sec 
Centerline length from CG to pilot in ft 
* Dimensional constant for D 
Nominal dynamic pressu\e in lb/ft2 
Roll rate normalizatiG:\ faci;or 
Sideslip normalization factor 
DSTAR normalization factor 
16th data card: Newton-Euler parameters; 14, F20.0 
ITt~AX, 14, t~aximum number of iterations of Newton-Euler algorithm 
EPSI, F20.0, when every unknown (the elem~~ts of the A matrix) changes 
by an amount smaller than EP:r, the Newton-Euler Algorithm 
stops 
Note: 50,0.00001 seem to work well. 
INTERPRETATION OF THE PRINTED OUTPUT 
If NN = 20*1 all of the following output will be produced: 
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LISTER calls from the main program print: 
1. Date, list table NN, case number, plot request code, time response 
code ~nd the input time history data. 
2. Real and imaginary parts of each MU(4) and EI(4) obtained from the 
input time histories. The EI are eigenvalues, Ai' and each MU is ]1i: eO. 5Ai 
where 0.5 is tr.~ ~niform time interval between input time-history data pOints. 
3. Real and imaginary parts of the specified eigenvalues and associated 
MU values. These are the eigenvalues used in the least-square fitting process 
to obtain ~, not the quantities derived from the data. The derived values are 
presenteq only for comparison purposes. 
4. The PHl or roll-rate psudodata generated from the PN or roll rate 
input time history. The time intervals are the same as for the original data. 
5. The TIME RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS matrix, ~', is printed. This is a 
4 x 5 array of complex numbers: 
where C' = [C:cJ 
- -' 
which analytically represents the input time histories. This t(t) is printed 
as: FITTED TIME RESPONSES by a call to LISTER from RESPONS. 
6. A summary printout of MU, El, ~ and ~ 
LISTER calls from subroutine RES PONS print: 
* d d 1. The eny~lopes, upper and lower boundaries, for Pn Sn' D , df Pn' dt Sn' 
d * and df D. Values are gi ven for every 0.1 seconds. These values are stored 
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,I 
,,-, DilTA stacelllE:dl', in the main program. 
2. The Cl!(VeS which have been fitted to the input time-history data are 
" printed for Pn' Bn and D The analytic expressions for the cUI"ves ar~ differ-
entiated and tabulated also " d d S dd O* glvlng dt Pn' dt n an dt 
3. The numbel' of tel"IlIS taken to calculate the truncated sel"ies used to 
represent fJ.~f1t is PAYNTERS RECIPE NUMBER. See CONTROL, Takahashi, et .. ~., 
page 103 [6J. 
4. The diffel"enCe equation parameters P and q in: 
x = 
-0 
5. The nUfl1f'i'icaiiy integl'ated response time histories ~k whel"e ~k = 
, ..... " 'lnu 13nk -,' I • 
"- - ( 
6. The fhst de,"ilJa'cives of the integrated responses are tabulated at 
0.1 second inte;''''als, They are obtained from 
)( = Ax -I- bu 
-k --k - k 
and 
It Gx ~k --k 
I.lSTER calls from !iubroui.;i"€ GRAPHS prints: 




aild ft Pn plots have been generated, "BETAN PLOTTED" if Bn and 
l~ P
n 
pI ots Ila'!~ been generated and "DSTAR PLOTTED" if D* and d~ 0* pI uts have 
been genel'ated. The enve'lopes are automatically added to each plot. 
SAMPLE PLOTTED OUTPUT 
Plots are pl'oduced in three groups which can be requested individually or 
lfl any combination. These groups, the PN group, the BETAN group and the DSTAR 
group, consist of a title line, a lower gl"aph and an upper' graph. Each lower 
srllph shows th2 Uppel" envelope boundary, the lower envelope boundary, the 
analytical curve l!lhich has been fitted to the input data and the time history 
obtained byif1te~tating the equations of motion. These four traces are repre-
sented by continuous nnes and are plotted versus time on the hol"izontal scale. 
The fitted and integrated lines should coincide. In addition, the lower graph 
contains eleven discrete symbols representing the input data. 
Eilch uppe.:" gl'aph sho'1s the upper envelope boundary, the lower envelope 
boundal"y, the fil'st derivative 0-: the fitted ana-Iytical curve and the first 
derivative of the integ""ted time response. The last two should coincide. All 
fOLir CUi"VeS arc i'epl'2s2nted by continuous I ines and are plotted versus time on 
the ilOl"izontFll scale. A PN group sample is shown in Figure A-2, a BETAN group 
sample is shO\'II1 in Figure A-3 and a DSTAR group is shown in Figure A-4. The 
e;~ample plots ate unusual in that the original data was generated by a linear 
simulation program using a fourth-order model, Thus one should expect excel-
lent agl"eement between the input data and the fitted and integrated results. 
Data obta ineJ frOIH other sources wi 11 not be matched as well. 
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EXPERIENCE WITH THE PROGRAt~ 
Several bounds on program flexibility exist. The fil"st involves the 
generation of eigenvalues from input-time history data. Subroutine MUGEN does 
calculate a set of A. from each set of eleven points representing one input 
1 
time history. These values are not correct or consistent even when the data 
is carefully contrived for best results. This is due to the dependence of the 
A. calculation upon differences between adjacent (in time) data values. In 1 
anticipation of the program being normally used with data obta~ned graphically, 
the values used in the example were held to three significant figul"l's. This 
so degraded the A. calculation that the values from the three input time his-
1 
, or; es va ri ed from the knDl'in va lues used to genera te the da ta by two orders of 
magnitude in the case of small eigenvalues and occasionally had the opposite 
sign. In general, the complex eigenvalues were more closely identified than 
the real eigenvalues. This was particularly true if the data precision was 
increased. In view of the antiCipated character of the input data and the de-
sirabili+,y of specifying the eigenvalues of the resulting model, no further 
development of MUGEN is planned. 
A second difficulty arises when zero suppression is specified. Subroutine 
CASE2 and CASE3 calculate coefficients, ~, which yield transfer functions 
having the correct pole-zero excesses. The resulting expression will normally 
be a poor I"epresentation of the lnput time-history data but that is unavoidable. 
Unfortunately, the suppression of zeros also te:1ds to ill-condition the nu-
medcal equations ~Ihich must be solved to obtain A. In extreme cases this pY'e-




Finally, thel"e is a genel'al difficulty that may interfere with the in-
tegration of the model equations of motion in RESPONS. If the ~ matrix is 
i l1-condi ti oned an unworkable number of terms in the seri e5 approximati on for 
Mt . ~- may be requlred. This is caused by the fixed lit of 0.1 seconds which is 
built into RESPONS. A limit of 30 terms is imposed. Other limitations vlill 
undoubtedly come to light as experience with the program accumulates. 
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PROGRA P &ANDB (TNPUT, OUTPun MA I 
COMMON fNAHES/NN(20) ,PN(11) ,e>=:TAN(11),DSTAR(11),TPNll1) MAl 
1 ,PNF(51),eETANFI51I,DSTARFI511,PNIFI51),BETANIF(511,DSTHAI 
2 A R 1 F (511 , PNC (51 I ,8::: T AN C 151 I , 0::: Til. ~c (51 I , PNIC ( 51) , 8ETA N 1C I 511 .0 ST A'< 1 M A I 
3C ( 511 , AP N ( 1tl , AB ET AN I 111 ,AD S T A Ii (1tl , BPN 111 I • B BE T AN (11 I ,8 n STA R (11 I .1'1\ I 
4PHIN (11) MA I 
COMMON IPARAM/'"!U,EIG::N, C,NCASE,MCASE, NZ, NPLOT, "'~I 
1 "Iii 1ST, PN F I Nil. L , BNF I N A L , OS FIN AL , TIM E ( 51 I ,P I It. It I , Q 1'+ I 1'1' I 
CCMMON fLIM1TS/PNU(511 ,PNlI511,BETANU(51),BETANLIS11 ,DSTARU(51l. MAl 
iDSTARL<511 ,PNIUI511, PNl LlS1 I ,B'::TAN1U(511 ,BETAN1L (51 I ,CSTARIU(51), "lA"[ 
2DSTnR1L!511 HH 
COMMON IF1NALI P5S,BETASS,DSTARSS,DP,DR,DBETA,OPHI~AI4,4),B('+I,ODEMA1 
1L Til. MH 
COMPL::X MU(41 ,EIG::N(4) ,C IS,") MAl 
o AT A P NU I. 0 •• 3:3 3 •• 607, 1 • 0, 1. 0 "3. 1 • 0 Ei ,+, 1. 07(0, 1. 08 ,1. 0 8 • 1. 075 .1 • 076. 1'1 ~ I 
11 • n 7". 1. 072, 1. 07. 1. 0 ~9 , 1 • 0 & 7. 1 • 0 E 5 , 1. 063 ,1 • 0 & 1 ,t • 059 , 1 • 0;; 7,1. 055. 1 Mil. I 
2. 053 ,1 .0 51 ,1 • 05 , 1. 0 '+~ • 1. 04') , 1. 044 • 1 • 0" 2. 1. 04. 1 • 038, 1. 0 36, 1. 034, 1. 0 MA I 
332, 1 • 0 3, 1. 02 9 , 1. 027, 1. 025, i. 023, 1.021 ,1 • 01 9 • 1. 017 ,1. 01 5 • 1. 013,1. 0 1M A I 
4 1 , 1. 01 , 1 • 008 , 1 • 0 0 5, 1 • 0 04. 1. 002. 1. 0 I ,P N II 0 • 0, 0 • 01 , o. 027,0. 065.0 .10 '7 MA I 
~ • O. 16, O. 227, 0 • 3, G .3" , 0 • '+ 0 9 , 0 • 45 • G. 479 , O. 507, • 5 3. O. 5'3 6, .579.0.6.0. 6 Mil. I 
6;> , 0 • ,; 3 ~, O. 6" 6, 0 • 677, O. EO 9 2, O. 70 B , O. 722 • O. 73 3 ,0 • 74 B , 0 • 7 & 2 • 0 .77 8 , 0 • 73 M' I 
7 ,0. ~ Q 4 ,0 .816 ,0 .82 g. 0 .8 4 • o •• S? , 0 • II E 1. o. e71, o. d 8 • O. 881\ • a • e9&. o. 90 5, 0 "1ft I 
R • 915 , o. 9 2,0. 929 .0. 9, 8. 0 • 947, 0 • 956,0 .905, 0 .974. O. 9 83, 0.99 2, 1. 0 I M A I 
OA T n 8:::T A N UI 21 ~ 2. 0, 2 • 1, 2. ;>, 2. 3 ,2. L;, 2. '" ,2 • '" ,2. 7 ,2 • 8 .;> • 9 ,3.0 ,3. 1 ,3.2 M' I 
t t 3 III 3 ,3 .. 4 ,3 III 5 ,3. 6 ,3 III 7 ,3 .53 ,3 • g t 4 0 0 , 4 III i , 4 III 2, '+ CI 3" 4 III it, 4 a '3, 4 III 6, 4 .. 7, 4 III 'h !t M a. I 
2.9,S.3/,BETANl/;>1~-2.0.-?.1,-2.2,-2.3,-2.4,-2.5,-2.6,-2.7,-2.8.-2.~~I 
3 g, - 3 .0 , - 3 • 1, - 3. 2, -3. 3. - 3. 4, - 3. " ,- 3. 6, - 3. 7, - 3. 1\ ,- 3. 9, -'+ • 0 ,-10 • 1, -4. 2 1'1' I 
4,-4.3,-4.4,-4.5,-4.6,-4.7,-4.8,-4.9,-5.01 M~I 
o.n TAO S T A RU I 21 "'4. 0 • '+ • 2 , 4. 4, 4. ? , 4. 8,5 • 0 ,5 • 2 ,:; • 4 ,:; .6, :- .8 .6. 0 ,6. 2 ,6. 4'i ~ I 
1 , 6. 6 • " • 8 , 7 • 0 ,7. 2, 7 • " , 7 • 6 • 7 • 8. 8. 0 • 8. 2 , 8. 4 , 8. 0 , B. R, g. 0 • 9 • 2 , 9 • 4 , 9 • ", 3 1'1' I 
2 • 8 • 1 0 • 0 I ,OS TAR L I 21 .. - '+ • 0 , - '+ • 2. - 4 • ,+, -4 • 0, - '<. 8, - 5. 0 ,- 5. 2, - 5. 4, - ~. M A I 
3 6 ,-::;. e, - 6. 0, - 6. 2, - ". '+. -". <; , - O. 8 , -7 • 0 , -7 .2 , - 7. 4, -7 .6 , -7 • A • -R • 0, -8 • ~ ~ I 
I, 2,-~.4,-8.&,-8.5,-g.O,-g.z,-g.'+,-9.&.-9.B.-10.01 1'1\1 
OAT A P Nt U 14. 0 • " • 0,1 • 68 &, 1. 12;> , 0 • 9 g 2 , 0 • gO 8, 0 • 5 " 3, 0.79 7, O. 724. 0 • 663 , M ~ I 
10.E13,O.55o,O.510,O.46~,O.I..?l,a.379,O.34g,0.318,O.2q5.0.272,O.257.M~I 
20 • ? 3 i., O. 22? 0 • 2 11 , 0 • 1 9 g, O. 1 9 2, 0 • 1 88, n. 184, O. 10 0, O. 1 7 :;. O. 172. 0 .1" 8 , M A I 
30. 1 E :;, G It log 1 n • t 6 t:;, 00 16:; , 0 It t 5 7 , G • 142, J 0 11 g , 0 0 t D 7 , 0 It C 9 t: y a. (8 G" n. G 71, M A I 













































c,-. 228, -. 205, -.1~3,-.1~B ,-.129 ,-.125,-.118, -.12~,-.123,-. 121.- .120,HA I 
7-.113.-.116,-.114,-.112,-,110,-.109,-.107, -.10 ~,-.103, -.102. -.100, MAl 
8-.098,-.096,-.095,-.093,-.091,-.089,-.088,-.08E,-.084,-.082.-.081,MAl 
Q-.079,-. 077,-.075,-.074,-. 07?1 HAl 
D A T A 8 ET A NIU 16 • 0 , 6.0 ,4 • 8 O. ~. 15, 3. 72, 3. ;> 8.2. 91, 2. f; 1, 2 • 37, 2. 10 ,1. 95 • I'~ I 
11. 78 , 1. ;; 1. 1. 49, 1. 35, 1. 2 6. 1 • 17 ,1 .12 • 1 • 07 , 1. 05 , 1 • 00 , 30'" 1 .1, "IE T AN 1L 1 ~ A I 
2 - 6. 0 ,- 6. 0 ,- ~. B 0 , - 4.15, - 3 • 72 ,- 3. 2 B ,- 2. 91 ,- 2 • 51 • -2 .37 , -2 • 10, -, .95, M' I 
3 -1 • 7 R • -1 • 61 , -1 .49 , -1 • 3 5 , -1 • ? 6 , - 1 • 17, -1 • 1 2, -1. 0 7. - 1. 0 5, - 1. 00, 30 "'-1. M' I 
401 "I~ I 
CATA DSTAR1U/12. 0,12.0,9. oS ,3. ~O, 7. 44.t. 56,5. B;>, 5.22 ,~.74,4.20, H\ I 
1 3. 90 .3 .5 S .3 • 22 • 2 • 98 , ;> • 7 0 • 2. :; 2, 2 .3 4, 2 • 2 '11 2. 1 ~, 2 • 1 0.2. 00 , 30" 2. 01, M A I 
2f)ST~R1L1-12. O,-12.0,-9.60,-~.10,-7."'+.-6.56 ,-5.e2.-s.22,-4.7~, ~AI 
3 - 4. 2 Q , - 3 .90 , - 3 .5" , - 3 • 2 2 , - 2 • 9 8 ,- ? 7 0, - 2 • <; 2, -". 3 4, -;? ? 4, - 2.14. - 2. 10 , H\ I 
'+-2.00,30"-2.01 M~I 
REAn 300,NN '1~l 
RE~O 100, (TP~I(1) ,PN(I),BET~N(1),0~HR(Il,I=1,111 MAl 
READ 2QO,MCASE,NPLCT,NHIST MAl 
IF(NN(l) .EO..lI CALL LISER(ll '1H 
CALL HUG~N(PN,"U,ElG~Nl '1~I 
IF(NNl21.ED.1l CALL LIST':R(?) M\1 
CALL MUGEN('lETAN,MU,ElGENl HAl 
IF(NN!?I.EO.l) CALL LISTEP(?) "'~I 
CALL MlJG':N( DSTAR, MU, HGENI HII I 
IF(N'H21.EO..1I CALL LIST:::R(?) Mill 
,'?EArl 4QO,EIGEfi "~I 
"1U (U=CEXP(': IGEN(ll". 51 1'1 A I 
'~U(21=CEXP!::TGEN(2)"'.:;1 "\1 
H U (3 ) = CE l( P (E I G E N (31" • 5 I M 1\ I 
M U ( 4 1 = CO N JG ( 11 U ( 31 ) >H I 
IF(NN!3I.EI).l1 CALL LIS7~Q(31 "'I 
CALL FITTH1G(P~,TPN. APNI MAl 
DO. 10 I=t,11 H~I 
PHIN <I)= O. "'A I 
DD 10 J=l,H M\ I 
10 PHIN(Il=PHIN(Il+APN(JI" TDhl(1)H(12-J)/F:"OAT(t2-J) MAl 
IF(NN( b).Ef).ll CALL LISTER!'.) ~I\I 
GO TO. (1,2,3.4,5.6.7,8,91,'ICAO::::: M~I 
1 CALL C.ASEt(M'J,HI,EIG=N, C(1,1l1 Mar 










































N CALL CASEiiHU. PH IN. EIG EN. C U, 3)) PIlI 790 
CALL CASE1(HU,OSTAR,EIGEN. C(1.41' HlI 800 
rF"(NN(Sl.EQ.l1 CALL LISTEIHSl ItU 810 
GO TO 11 1'1'1 820 
Z CAll CASE3(HU.PN.EIGEN. Cll.tli HIlI 830 
CAll CASEZCMU,8ETAN.EIGEN. Clt.Zt. H_ I 340 
CALL CASEIIMU.FHIN.EtGEN. C(l.~11 "'''! 8S0 CALL CASE1IMU.OSTAR.EIGEN. C(1.4Il Ml! 860 
IFINNISI.EIl.lI CALL LISTER IS) Ml! 870 
GO TO 11 '1111 880 
3 CALL CASE2IMU.PN.EIGEN. CIi.tll HH 890 
CALL CASE3IMU.BETAN.EIGEN. Cll.211 MU gOO 
CALL CASE101U,PHIN.EIGEN. C (1,31) HlI 910 ~ 
CALL CASEIIMU.CSTAR,EIGEN. Cll,4)) MA I 920 
IF<NNISI.EQ.ll CALL LISTERISI HIlI 930 
GO TO 11 MIlI 940 
4 CALL CASE2IMU.PN.EIGEN, C 11,11' I'll! 950 
CALL CASE201U.I3ETAN, EIGEN, Cll.21) HIlI 960 
CALL CASE1IMU.PHIN,EIGEN. Cll.~)' Mill 970 
O~ CALL CASEICMU.OSTAR.EIGEN. CI1.411 'In 980 
"::I". IFCNNCSl.EQ.1I CA.LL LISTERI S) MU 990 
~~ GO TO 11 MAl 1000 ~E; 5 CALL CAS~ZIMU,PN,EIGEN. Cll.t,) ~AI 1010 CALL CASE1CMU,13ETAN,EIGEN, Cli.Zll 1'1\1 1020 
~~ CALL CASEICMU,PHIN.EIGEN. Cli.311 Mil I 1030 CALL CASEtCMU.CSTAR.~IGEN. Clt,411 HI\! 10leO ~~ IFINNI51.EO.11 CALL LISTEP(51 Mill 1fJ Stl 
_til GO TO 11 MAl 1060 6 CAll CASE1CMU.PN,EIGEN. Cll.t)) MI\ I t070 
CAll CASE2IMU,BETAN.EIGEN. CII.Z)) 'tU lU80 
CALL CASE1(MU.PHIN,EIGEN. C(t.~11 H'I 1090 
CALL CASE1(MU.OSTAR,EIGEN. C(t.411 M~ I 1100 
IF(NNCS) 0 Ell. 11 CALL LISTER!S) 11'1 1110 
GO TO 11 "l I 112'0 
7 CALL CASE3(MU,PN.EIGEN. Clt.lll ""! 1130 
CAll CASE1tMu.eC::TAN.E:IGEN, CIi,2)) 'IU 1140 
CALL CASE1CMU.FHIN.EIGEN. r,(1,311 MlI l1S0 
CALL CASE1(~U,DSTAR.EIGEN. CI1.4)1 M'I 1160 
IFINNI51.EO.1I CAll LISTER (5) 1411 I 1170 
GO in it ~u 1180 
.... 
w 
8 CALL CASEHMU.PN.E1GEN. CU,t» Mil 1190 
CALL CASE3«MU,BETAN,EIGEN. elt.2'D Mil 1200 
CALL CASE1«I1U,PHIN,E1GEN. Get,3,) "II 1210 
CALL GASEt'''U.OSTAR.EIGEN. G't,~') I1AI 1220 
9 CALL CASE3{MU,~N.EIGEN. GIt,1H "'I 12:'10 
GALL CASE3(MU.BETAN,EIGEN. C(1.2tl MIX 1240 
CALL GASE1U4U,PHIN.EIGEN. CU.3U "II 1250 
CALL CASEtlI1U.OSTAR,EIGEN. Cl1.4n "'I 1260 
IFINNISI.EQ.1D CALLLISTERI51 Min t270 
11 IFOlN(!;I.EO.1) CALL LISTER!6l Mll 1280 
CALL MCOEL(C.EIGEN.p~s.eETASS.OSTARSS.OP.OR.OBETA,OPHI.A.B.OOELTA'HAI 1290 
IF(NHIST .NE. 01 9ALL RESPONS MAl 1300 
IFlNPLOT.NE.Ol CALL C-RAPtlS I1IH tHO 
STOP MI I 1320 
100 FORMA Tl4F 10.0 I M\ I 1330 
200 FORMATl3141 ""l t340 
300 !'ORMAT (20121 I1H 1350 
.. 00 FORMA TIS FlO. 01 MA I 1360 
END Mil I 1370 
..... 
.j:> 
SUBROUTINE HUGENIO.HU.EIGENI MUiG 10 
OIHENSION 0 (11) .P(4.41.Q(4).PII4.4,.A«4' HIIG 20 
COHPLE~ HUC41.EIGEN(41.SAVE HIJIG 30 
P(1.41=OIZ)-O(11 ""G 40 
P(I.31=O(31-0(ZI HUlG 50 
Pll.21=PI2.4)=OI41-0131 HUG 60 
P(1.11=P(2.~I=OI51-0141 l'illJG 10 
P (Z.21=P (3.41=QI1)=0161-0151 HIIG 80 
PI2.1)=PI3.3)=OI71-0i61 HU G 90 
P(3.21=P(4.41=QIZ)=0(81-017) HJG 100 
P (3 • 11 =P 14.3 I =0 (9) -0 ( 8) HUiG 110 
PI4.ZI=QI3J=O(101-0(91 H:JG 121! 
P (4. 11=0 1111-0 (10) HJI G 130 
012=0(9)+3.·101111-0(10)1 HUG 1 .. 0 
11 141 =012-01111 lUG 1 :;0 
CALL INVRIP.PI.4.n,41 HUG lEO 
DO 1 1=1.4 M!JG t 70 
AIII=O. HUG 180 
'CJ~ DO 1 J=1.4 Mil G 190 1b.31 H 1 1\ III =11 (II +PII I, JI .Q( JI lUG 200 
u,j~ C MUlG 210 ~"" C MJG 220 C QUADRATIC SYNTHETIC DIVISION MU G 230 ~ C NUMERICAL CALCULlS HUG 240 
'@1'11 ~~ C ~. E. MILNE PAGE 53 MUG 250 C MUG 260 C MUG 270 )(=0. MUJG 280 
V=O. HUG 290 
AO=I. lOG 300 
1\1=-A (1) HLUG 310 
A2=-A(21 lUG 32l! 
1\3=-11 131 HUG 330 
114=-1\ (4) MUG 340 
10 90=110 lUG 350 
B1=A 1-)('" BO MUG 360 
q 2= 112- X'"131-V"0 0 MUG 370 
e3= II 3'·)(. B2-V· B 1 MUiG 380 
84=A 4- X" 83-V" e 2 MU G 390 
CO=BO lUG 400 
C1=B1-X'"CO MUiG 410 
C2=1:I2-X'"C1-V'"CO HJG 420 
C3= -X"C2-Y"Cl !f.ll G 430 
OO=CZ'""2-C3'"C 1 HUiG 440 
OX=(1:I3'"C2-B4'"C11/00 11Ji G 450 
OV=IB4'"C2-R3'"C31/OO I1UG '+60 
X=X +OX MUiG 410 
y=V .. OV MIDG 480 
IFIABSIOXI.GE.0.(001) GO TO iO HUiG 490 
IF IA'lS lOY I. GE. o. OOOi' GO TO 10 MJG 500 
U=Bi I1t»G 510 
V=B2 lUG 520 
ERROR=A4-B2'"Y HJG 530 
IFCABSIERRORI.LE.0.DD011 GO TO 20 HUG 540 
PRINT iOO,ERROR HJG 550 
tOO FORHATliOX,6HERRGR=,F10.71 HUG 560 
20 QUOT=X·"Z-4."V MUG 570 
IFIQUOTl 21,22,23 MUIG $80 
23 ROOT1=-X/2.+SDRTIQUOTI/2. HJG 590 
ROOT2=-X/2.-SDRTCQUOTI/2. HJ G 600 
MU(ll=CMPLXIROCTi,O.1 !'IUlG 610 
MUI21=CMPLXIROOT2,O.' M.II G 620 
GO TO 2'+ HJG 630 
22 MUlll=CMPLX(-X/2.,0.1 MUG 6'+0 
MU(21=MU 111 H~G 650 
GO TO 24 MliG 660 
21 MUlll=CHPLXC-X/2.,SQRTI-QUOTI/2.1 HJG 670 
MU(21=CMPLX(-X/2 •• -SQRTI-QUOTI/2.1 HUiG 680 
24 (;UOT=U··2-4. '"V I1I1G 690 
IFIQUOTI 25.26,27 HJG 700 
27 ROOT3=-U/2.+S0RTIQUOTI/2. HUG 710 
RCOT4=-U/2.-S0RTIQUOT,/2. HJG 720 
HU(31=CMPLXIROCT3,O.1 MUG 130 
HUI41=(MPLXIROCT4,O., HUG 740 
GO TO 28 
"IIG 750 
26 MUf31=CMPlX(-U/2.,O.1 MUG 760 
~U ( '+ 1 = MU « 31 lUG no 






~'I'j ~a:. ilar .. -
25 MUr3,=CMPLXI-U/2 •• SQRTI-QUOV)/2., 
MU(41=CMPLX«-Uf2 •• -SQRTr-QUOTDf2., 













MJG II 00 
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SUBROUTINE LISTER (NPRINTD US 10 
COMMON INAHES/NN(20hPN(UJ.SETANIi1D,OSTIIRUihTPNtIU US 20 
1 ,PNFl51» .6ETANF(SU .OSTARF«5U ,PNIF'15U .eETANtFf51 ,.OSTUS 30 
2 ARIFfS1J • PNC (S1I. BETANC (S18 .[lSTARC (50 ,PN1C «51 hBETAN1CC5U. llSTilRlUS .. It 
3C (SU. APtHl1 h ABETAPHU D. AOSTA!Hl1l.BPNI1U ,SSETANUU .8DSTAR (tIt-LIS SO 
.. PHIN«tll lIS 60 
COMMON IPARIUVMU.EIGEN. C.NCASE.MCASE, Nl. NPLOT, US 70 
INHIST.PNFINAL.BNFINAL.DSFINAL.TIMEr51'.pr ..... '.Q« .. , LIS 80 
CCMMCN ILIMITS/PNU(51l.PNL C5U.eETANU("1J .BETANU511.0STARUf51J. US 90 
10STARU51 t.PNIU(511. PN1U51 ),BETANtU(511.BET4N lU51l ,OSTARlIH5U, US UlO 
20STIIRILl 511 LI S 110 
CCMMON IFIN~LI PSS.BETASS.OSTARSS,DP.OR.OBETA,DPHI.A(4.4I,e«4',DDELIS 120 
1LTA LIS 130 
COMPLEJ( MUI41.EIGENI41 ,CI5.4' LIS 140 
PRINT 2000 LIS 150 
GO TO (10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80,90,1(10.110.120,130.140.150.10:.0.170.LIS tEO 
1180.190.200l,NPRINT US 170 
10 CALLDATECSI LIS HID 
PRINT 1000,S LIS 190 
PRINT 1010.NN,~CASE.NPlOT.NHIST,PN.TPN.SETAN, TPN.OSTAR, TPN liS 2DO 
GO TO 210 LIS 210 
20 PRItH 1020,MU, EIGEN !.IS 220 
GO TO 210 LIS 230 
30 PRINT 1030.MU.EIGEN LIS 240 
GO TO 210 LIS 250 
40 PRINT 1040,PHIN,TPN LIS 260 
GO TO 210 US 270 
50 PRINT 1050,C US 280 
GO TO 21J LIS 290 
60 PRINT !a&O.MU,EIGEN.C LIS 300 
GO TO 210 LIS 310 
70 CONTINUE lJ[ S 320 
GO TO 210 LIS 330 
80 CONTINUE LIS lie!) 
GO TO 210 LIS 350 
90 PRINT 1090.fTIMEII).PNU(II.PNLIII.BETANUIIl,8ETANL(II,DSTARUII', LIS 360 
lDSTARLII).PNlUIII,PNlLCII.BETANlUIII.BETANlLIII,DSTARlUIII.OSTARlLLIS 370 
2(1),1=1.511 US 380 




.... >d~ ~~ 
l~ ~; 
100 PRINT 1100,iTIHErD,PNFCI'.8ETAMF(I).OSTARF(I"PNIF«I,.SETANIFrll.llS 
10STARIF«I).I=1.S1' LIS 
GO TO 2iO US 
110 PRINT 1110,NZ LIS 
GO TO 210 US 
120 PRINT 1120. i iPiI,J),J=l,4J.I=1.4J LIS 
GO TO 210 US 
130 PRINT 1130.Q US 
GO TO 210 LtS 
140 PRINT 1140,iTIMEIIJ,PNCIII,BETANC(II,OSTARCiIJ.I=I.51D LIS 
GO TO 210 LIS 
150 PRINT 1150,(TIMEIID.FNIC(II .RE1ANIClll,OSTARICiII,I=I,51) LIS 
GO TO 210 LIS 
160 PRINT 11 60 LI S 
GO TO 210 LIS 
170 PRINT 1170 L[S 
GO TO 210 US 
180 PRINT 1180 LIS 
GO TO 210 LIS 
190 CONTINUE LIS 
GO TO 210 US 
200 CONTINUE LIS 
210 RETURN LIS 
1000 FORMATUIII, lOX. 5HOATE=.AI0 .IID LIS 
1010 FORMAT 110X.20HLIST PARAMETE~ TABLE,2013115X12H CASE NUM"lER .I5.10HLlS 
1 PLOT COOE,I5.5X.19H TIME RESPONSE COOE.I5.11,2~X.lnHINPUT OATA.IILIS 
2, 5X, 7HPN, .11F9. 3 .I,5X. 7HTIME, .11F9.2 ,II, S)(,7HI3ETAN. ,11f9.3.LI S 
3 1,5X ,7HT IME, ,11F9. 2.11,5)(, 7HOSTAR, .l1F9. 3,I,SX, 7HTIME, .11F9. ZLIS 
4,111 LIS 
1020 FORMATI5X,4(4)(,4HREAL.I0X.4H!HAG.l1)(I,II,2X.3HMU,.412E14.6,5Xl,II.LIS 
12X,3HEI, ,4IFI0.4.4X.FI0.4,9)(1)> LIS 
1030 FORMATiSX,1911MU IIALUES SPECIFIEO,II,8X.4C 4HREAL.I0X.4HIMIlG.I0XHlrS 
1.11.1X,3HMU •• 4(2EI4.6 1.II.l)(.6HEIGEN •• 4(F10.4.4)(.FiO.4.~X" LIS 
1040 FORMIlT!5X,26'1THE GENERATEO PHI OA1A IS .. II.SX.7HPHIN •• 1iF9.3. LIS 
1/.5X,7HTIME •• 11F9.21 US 
1050 FORMATI5X.26HTIME RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS,II.12X,514X.4HREAL.6X.4HIMLIS 
lAG.5KI.II,5X,6HPN. .5(2Fln.4.3XI,II,5X.6~B~TAN,.5(2Fl004.3)().fl.L!S 
25X.6HPHIN •• Si2F10.4.3XI.II.S)(.5HOSTAR •• 5(2F10.4.3XID LIS 










































lSX.&H~U. ,4ClFI0.4,SX.,11.5X,6HEIGEN.,4«lFI0.4.SXJ.II.5X, LIS 
212HCOEFFICIENTS,II.5X.6HPN. .SI2FI0.4.SXD.II.SX.6H9ETAN •• Si2FI0.LIS 
34,S)(D. II, 5X.6HPHIN. ,5 (2FI0. ".~Xl ,11.5X. 6HOST AR .. 512F10. 4.5)( I» US 
1010 FORHAriSx.28HHOOEL PARAHETERS-~ECCNO ROW.,3FI0.4,5X.FI0.4D LIS 
1080 FOR~ATi5X.21H"OOEl PARA~ETERS-THI"O ROW •• 3FI0.~,5)(.FID.4J LIS 
1090 FORHAT(5~.18HRESPONSE ENVELOPES.II.8x.4HTI"E.1~X.2HPN.13X.5H9ETAN.LtS 
I1Jx.5HOSTAR.13X.5HPNOOT.I0X.8HBETANOOT,lnX.8HO~TAROOT,11.51(JX,F9.LIS 
22,12F9.3'/,.n US 
1100 FORMAT(SX,21HFITTEO TIHE RESFCNSES,II,8X.4HT1ME.8X,2HPN.5X.5M3ETANLIS 
1.5X,5HOSTAR.5X.SHPNOOT,2X.8HOfTANOOT.2X.8HOSTAROOT,11.S1«3X.F~.2.6L[S 
2FI0.3.Il,1I LIS 
1110 FO RMATlSX.26HPAYNTERS RECIPE NUMBER 15 .. 16) LIS 
1120 FORMATISX,29HOIFFERENCE EQUATION P MATRIX •• 4Fl0.3,1.34X,~F10.3.1. LIS 
134X.4FI0.3,1.34X,4F10.31 US 
1130 FORMAT ISX.29HDIFFERENCE EQUATION (l VECTOR .. FtO.3,1.34X,FI0.3,/,3ItXLlt5 
1,FI0.3.1.34X.FI0.31 LIS 
111t0 FORHA TI 5 X,19H INTEGRA TEO RESPONSE .1I.8X. IoHTIME. 10K. 2HPN .1)(. SHiET AUS 
1N,7K,SHOSTAR,II.Sl(3X.F9.2.3F12.3./l,/1 LIS 
11S0 FORHATl5X.41HFIRST OERIVATIVES OF INTEGRATEO RESFONSES",,8X.IoHTIMLIS 
1E.7X.5HPNOOT,4X.8HBETANOOT.4X,8HOSTAROOT,II.S113X.F9.2,3F12.3./l./LIS 
21 LIS 
1 t60 FORMATO OX,iOHPN PLOTTED) LIS 
1110 FORMAT 110X,13H8ETAN FlOTTEDI LIS 
1180 FORMAT (10K,13HOSTAR PLOTTED) LIS 































'Ql~ '~I '-4 
~d '4") g'Z. ~~ 
1. ~~ ~ 
SU!lROUTINE GRAPHS G~A iO 
C0l1110N INAMES;NN«20B,PNUU,BE1ANUU.DSTARUlJ.TPN(UI GRA 20 
i • PNF( S1) • BE TIINF(5U ,DSTARF(51Jo PNIF (51 hflETAN1F ISH .DSTGt A 30 
2ARIF (511 ,rNC (51)> ,BET ANC (51) ,OSTARelSt 3oPNlC«Sl •• BE'UN1C«SU. DSTAIUGU 40 
3CI511.APNUl I,I.BETAH 111 J,AOSTARUU ,BPN« 11i ,BSETAIHIU .BOSTlRHU ,GRA SO 
"PHI N 1111 G~ A 60 
COHMON IPARAH/MU.EIGEN. C,NCASE.MCASE. !liZ. "PLOT. :aA 70 
1 NHIS T. PNFINA L. BNFINA L. OSFINAL. TIME(SU.P (".41. 014» GR A 80 
COHMON ILIMITS/PNU(S11.PNL(511.8ETANU(51!.BETANLI51,.OSTARUf5il. G~A 90 
10STARLI51D,PN1U(511.PNIL(Sl),BETAN1UiSll.BETAN1l(Sl).OSTARIU(S1', GRA 100 
2DSTARIU511 GRA 110 
COMMON IFINALI PSS,SETASS.DSTARSS.DP.DR.OBETA.DPHI.A«4.4D,B«4'.OOE~~A 120 
1L TA GRA 130 
COMPLEX HU(4),EIGEN(4',C(S.'" GIU 1"0 
IFfNFLOT.Hl.ll GO TO.,I) GRA 150 
IFINPLCT.EQ.31 GO TO ]." GRA lEO 
IF(NPLOT.EQ.61 GO TO 10 G~A 170 
IF(NPLOT.NE.71 GO TO 20 ~RA 180 
10 IFINN!161.EQ.11 C~LL LISTERI161 G~A 190 
CALL QIKSETI5.0,O.0,0.0.3.0.0.0,O.S) GVI 200 
CALL QIKPLT(TIME.PNU,51.14H$TIMf SECONDSS,I"H$PN 1/S~GJNDS$,11H$ROGRA 210 
iLL RATE$I GR~ 220 
CALL PLOTl-6.0.1.0.-3) G~A 230 
CALL QLINEITIME,FNL.51.01 :iRA 240 
CALL OLINE(TPN,PN.-l1, 71;) GRA 250 
CALL QLINEITIME.PNF.51,O) GRA 2ED 
CALL QlINEITIHE,PNC,5i,OI GRA 270 
CALL PLOT(-1.S,3.0,-31 G~ A 280 
C~LL QIKSETIS.O,O.O,O.O.3.0.-2.0.2.0) GRA 290 
CALL QIKPLT ITIHE,PNilJ,51.if+HHIHE SECONOS$,8H$ OPN/OT$. 3H$ $) :a A 300 
CA LL FLOH-6.0,1.0,-31 GRA 310 
CALL QLINEITIME.PNtL.51.01 G~A 320 
CALL QLINEITIHE.PNIF.51,O) G~A 330 
CALL QLINEfTIHE.PNIC.Sl.01 ~RA 340 
CALL ENDPLT G~ A 350 
20 CONTINUE GVI 360 
IFINFLCT.EQ.21 C;O TO 21 GRA 370 
IFINPLOT .ED. 31 GO TO 21 G~A 380 
IF(NFLOT.EO.51 GO TO 21 GRA 390 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,-,--.. 
If HIl'LCT • NE. n Gt TO 30 
G1U UO 
21 IHNN«t71.EQ.U CALL LISTERU1' GRA 410 
cau. QIKSET«5.0.0.D.O.O.3.0.~5.0.",0t Gill 
-'20 
CALL QIKPLHTII1E.BnllNlD.51,14H!TYME SECOt<IDSS.17H$BEUN lISECOtfDSI.:;U 430 
itOH$SIDESlIP$, GU "_0 
CALL PLOT(~6.0.1.0.~3' 
GRA 450 
tALL !)LX NE iT 111E ,BET ANL .51.0' iit A 46D 
CALL OLINECTIME.BEfANF.51.0' 
GitA 470 




CALL PLOTI-l.5.3.0.-3) G~A 500
 
CALL OIKSET(5.0,O.0.O.0.3.0.-6.0.4.0J GRA 510
 




CALL QLINEfTIHE.BETIIN1L,51.0) GilA 5100
 
CALL ClLINEITIHE.BETAHF.51.0) GIU 550
 






tFINPLOT.LT.'+1 GO TO '+0 
GU 590 
IFINNI181.EQ.11 CALL LISTERI18l G~A 600
 
CALL QIKSETi';.O,O.D,O.O.Io.0.-10.0,5.01 G~A &10
 
CALL QIKPLT(TIHE,DSTARU,51,14H~TIHE SECONDS$.17H$OSTAR 1/SECONOS$.GRA 
620 
113HHATL. CRIT.$' GH 
630 
CALL PLOTI-&.O.1.0.-3) G~~ 6~0
 




CALL QLINECTPN .[)STAR.-i1.7"1 G~A 670
 
CALL QLINECTIHE.OSTARC ,51.0 I GRA 6 eo
 
CALL PLOTl-i.5.1o.0.-3) G~A \;'10
 
CALL QIKSETI5.0.0.0.0.0.3.0.-12.0.8.0) G~A 700
 




CALL PlOTl-6.0.1.0.-3) GRA 730
 
CALL QLINECTIME.OSTAR1l.51.0l G~A 7"0
 
CALL QLINEITIME,DSTAR1F,51,Ol GU 750
 














· .I .. 
SUBROUTINE CASEHlfU, O. EIGEN.C) CIS to 
OIIfE NSION 0 Hl ) ,V«8 • 8 ) .UIflI\f (8,8 hCr: «8) ,PPI8 t CIS 2' DIMENSION UUi6.6D,UUINV«6.6'.FPPP(6J.CCC(6' elS 30 
DIMENSION UUU«4.4'.UUUINV(4.4'.PPPP~PC4).CCCC«4J CIS 40 
COHPLE)( HU« 4D ,DO UO».Q (4,4 t ,I> 44 I. liC 110 ,4 J ,C (51 ,EIGEN 14 j CIS 50 
COMPLEX QQf3,3).PPP«3'.RRCil0,!) el S 1)0 
COMPLEX QaQ(2.21.PPPPP«2'.RRRCliO.21 CIS 10 
COMPLEX A1.112.113.114 ClS 80 -I 
DO 1 1=1.10 ra S 90 
001 J=1.4 CIIS 100 
1 RC(I.J'=(MUIJI.'1-1.} ells itO 
DO 2 !=1.10 ell S 120 
2 OOUI=CHPLX(0«I+1I-DUI'.O.I CIS 130 
DO 3 1=1,4 CII S 140 
DO 3 J=1,4 CAS 150 
QII,JI=O. el S 160 
DO 3 K=1,10 CIIS 170 
3 Qn,J'=Qn,JH-ReIK,JI'RCIK.Il CAS 180 
DO 4 1=1,4 i:l S 190 
'::-::~!i P!I!=O. CIS 200 .~' ~~ DO 4 K=1,10 ClS 210 
,~~ -S~, 4 PtII=Ptll+OOIKI'RCIK,11 ell S 220 
3~ 00 5 1=1.4 CIIS 230 ).0 t~ 00 5 J=l, L, ell S 21t0 
........ " UiI.JI=REALIQiI,JII CII S 250 1'4.' '''U c.~ UI 1.4 , J+4 I=RF~L!QII.J" CAS 260 ~~ UI 1+4 ,JI=AII1AGlall.JII Cil S 210 ,~\'a 5 UII, J+4 '=-AII1I1G{QiI.JII CIS 280 CALL INVRIU.UINV,8,O,81 CAS 290 
00 6 1=1,4 CAS 300 
PP (II= RE Ill' P rI 1 I CAS 310 
6 PP(!+41=AIHAGIPnn C'S JZO 
00 7 1=1,8 CAS :no 
CC!I 1=0. CIl S 340 
DO 7 J=l,8 cas 350 
1 CC{I'=CCII).UINVII,J"PP(J) e. S 360 
1)0 ~ 1=1,4 CIlS 370 
6 C { II =C MP LX ( CC I II • CC I I +I, II CIS 380 
0:> 
"" 
CI51=-C{1'-C{21-C(3l-CI41 C~ S 390 
, 
<Xl 
... RETURN CIS 1000 
ENTRY CASE2 CIS ftlO 
A2=-EIGEN«Z»/EIGEN«l' cas 4ZD 
AJ=: o£1lCEN «3D IEIGENU. J CIS UO 
.1t=-EIGENl4l/EIGEN(1) CIlS "0 
00 10 1=1.10 CIS 450 
RRC«I.1'=1.+A2~HU(21··I-A2·"U«1'··I CAS ,.60 
RRCII.2'=1.+A3-MU«JI~·I-A3·MU(i'··I cas 41'0 
iO R RC II, 3) =i. + A4- MU lit )4.1- Alt4,'IU 11'··1 cas 480 
00 20 1=1,10 C,S 490 
20 OOIII=CMPlXCOll+ii.O.) CAS ~ij!l 
00 30 1= 1. 3 ClS 510 
00 30 J=1.3 C'S 520 QQII.JJ=O. CAS 530 
00 30 K=1.10 cas 540 
30 QQII,JJ=QQII,J'-RRCIK,JI4RRCIK,II CAS 550 
00 ItO 1=1.3 cas 560 
PPP(!)=o. C'S 57/l 
00 ItO K=l,10 C~S 5 eo 
ltO PPPIII=PPPIII+DOIKI4RRCIK,II Cl S 590 
:\. DO 50 1=1,3 CIIS 600 00 50 J= 1,3 CAS 610 ;-, ~) UUII,JI=REAlIQQII,JII CAS 620 
(~,~, -s:;. UUII+3,J+31=REAlIQQ(I.JII :: l S 630 ~tl:) '(4.- UUII+3,JI=AIMAGIQQII.JII CIIS 640 ~~ '''":l 50 UUII,J+31=-AIMAGIQQII,JII CAS 650 L .. \ .!'>.."" 
~'~ CAllINVRfUU.UUINV,6.0,61 C'S 660 00 60 1=1,3 CIlS 670 ~ha PPPPIII=REAl(PPP(III C'S 680 
&0 PPPPII+31=AIMAGIPPPCI)) CAS &90 
DO 70 1=1,& CAS 700 
CCCIII=O. CIIS 710 
00 70 J=l,6 CAS no 
70 CCGCII=CCCIII+UUINVII.JI·PPPP(JI CII S 730 
DO RO 1=1.3 CAS 71t0 
!l0 C 11+ 11 =C MPlXC CCC! II • eec n+~' n CA:; 750 
Clll:AZ·C(Z)+A3·C(31+Alt4C(4) C;' $ no 
C 15 I =-C Ii I-C (2 I-C (3 I -C (41 c.s 770 




~2=EIG EN ,It,-« EIGEN« ItD-EIGEI'H2" /(EIGEN «1 ,- CEIGEN (21 -EIGENU t» t 
A3=EIGEN(3D-CEIGENll'-EIGENil"/fEXGENfZt-iEIGEN«1t-EIGENtZ'" 
A4:EIGEN(4'-'EIGEN(41-EIGENC1IJ/(EIGEN(Z)-(EIGEN(1D-EIGENeZI" 
DO 100 1=1,10 
RRRC(I.ll=l.+A3+A1-~U«31·-1-A3-"U(2D··!-A1·"U(1'··I 
100 RRRCII.21=1.+A4+A2-"U(4D·.!-A4'HUIZD·-I-AZ·"U«1' •• 1 
DO 200 1=1.10 
200 DDiIl=CI1PLXCO(!+U.Ool 
DO 300 1=·1,2 
DO 300 J=1.Z 
QQQU.J,=O. 
DO 300 K=1,10 
300 QQQ(I,JI=QQQI!,JI-RRRIK.JI-RRRCiK.Il 
DO 400 1=1,2 
PPi' ppnl =0. 
00 400 K=1,10 




t 000 (1,21 "000 (2.1) I 
CI11=Al"CI31+A2·C(41 
C(2)=A3·C(~I+A4·C(41 




























































~ SUBROUTINE INIIR«A.S.JJlJI,IT.HX» 
e IHX .MY, HU.HS. HA n. "AT 2. HAT3, MAT It,MAT 5 .HAT 6' 
e P~OGRAM AUTHORS R.E. fUND ERIC ANO R.G. EDWARDS, 
C COHPUTINf TECHNOLOGY CENTER, UNIO~ CARSIDE CORP •• 
t OAK RIDGE, TENN. 
C 




IF (JJJI.NE.1' GO TO SO 
!Iii • 11 =1 • IA C 1 • H 
RETURN 
50 CONTINUE 
00 21 I=1.JJJ 
00 20 J=1. JJJ 
a II, J) =0.0 
20 ceNT INUE 







00 9 1=1. KKM 
S=O.O 
00 1 J=I. KK 
R=IHISIAIJ.II) 




IF (L.EQ.I) GO TO 5 








NUCILE A If 0 IV ., 1MY Itll 









If V 110O 




1M II 191] 
INV 200 
HIV 210 
IN II 220 
IMV 230 
I 'IV 21t0 
INV 250 














IF{NV.LE.OIGO TO 4 IHV 400 
DO 3 J=l.NV tHV 1010 
S::8 n. J» INV 420 
BU.J)=B«L .• J) IHV 430 
!HL.J »=5 nv 440 
3 CONTINUE tHV 450 
4 0=-0 HV 460 
5 IFI4(I.II.EO.O.'GO TO 9 INV 470 
IPO=I+1 IHV 480 
00 8 J=IPO,KK !NV 490 
IF (4(J.I1.Ea.O.1 GO TO 8 ItfV 500 
S=AiJ.lD/An.I1 HV 510 
4 (J.Il =0.0 INV 520 
00 6 K=IPO.K1( nv 530 
A(J,KI=AIJ,KI-AII,KI·S IU 51t0 
G CONTINUE IHV 550 
IF (NII.LE.DI GO TO 8 I~V 560 
00 7 K=l,NII HV 570 
B (J , K I =8 «J, K I -9 II , K» ·S INV 580 
7 CONTINUE INV 590 
8 CONTINUE HII 1)00 
o~ 9 CONTINUE IHV 610 
"":I .... 00 10 I=1.KK IN II 62D 
"tl~ O=O·AO, II HV 630 ~'f. 10 CONTINUE IHII 6" 0 IFINII.LE.OIGO TO 13 III V &50 
-@"tl KHO=KK-1 HII GGO \~ 00 12 K=l,NII IMV 670 BIKK.KI=RIKK.KI/AIKK,KKI IN II G80 m 00 12 I=1,KHO IHII 690 
N=KK-I 11I11 7'00 
00 11 J=N.KMO IHII 110 
B(N.K)=BIN.KI-AIN.J.1)·S(J+1,KI INII 720 
11 CON TINUE HII 130 
8IN,KI=9IN,KI/A(N.NI IHV 7'ltO 
12 CONTINUE III II 150 
13 OI'ATEO=O HIli 760 
IF (IT.EO.O) RETURN nv 170 
00 30 I=l,JJJ INV 780 






















SUBROUTINE RESPONS RES 
COMMON INAI4ES/NM (20 I ,PNUU ,BET ANiiU ,OSTAR «11 I, TPN (11 » RES 
1 • PNFl51J • BETANF« 5iD .OSTARF (51)> ,PN1F CS1» ,BET ANIF(Sl" OST R;: S 
2AR1FI51'.PNC(51I,BETANC(511,OSTARCISll,PNIC(51),BETAN1C(S1).OSTARIRES 
3Ci5il,APNiiil,ABETANll1'.AOSTARrl11.BPN(11I,8BETAN(1i',BOST_Ral1I,RES 
ItPHIN U 11 RES 
COMMON IPARAM/HU,EIGEN. C,NCASI!,I4CASE. NZ, "PLOT. RES 
INHIST,PNFINAL ,BNF INlIl.OSFINAl,TIME (51) ,P(4,ltl,Q (ltD RES 
CO"lMCN ILIMITS/PNUISU ,PNl ISiI,BETANU(SiI, BETANLC5U ,OSTARU( 511, R;:S 
lOST ARL!5 ii, P N1U I 5il. PNI U5i1 ,BETANi UI5 11 ,BETA NIL (5il. OSTAR 11Jl«S11. R;:S 
20STARIL15i1 RES 
COMM CN I FINA LI PSS, BETA SS, OSTAR SS, OP. OR, DB ETA, OFHI, A 14.41, e« It, ,00:: R;: S 
1lTA ~ES 
CCMPlEX MUlltl,EIGENI4hCI5,4) R;:S 
DIMENSION TEMP 14, 41. )(TEMPI!+,41,VTEMPIIt.41, R'It,ltl RES 
DIMENSION )(R1(HI,XR2151l.XR31~iI.XR4(51) RES 
00 1 1=1,51 RES 
1 TIMEIII=FLOAT!I-1l/1O. RES 
IFINN!91.EO.H CAll LISTER!91 R;:S 
00 10 I=1,51 RES 
PNF II I =C 11,1) '" C EX? {E IG EN 11.1 "'T IME III 1 +C 12,11 "'CE XP IE IGEN (2' "'T I'1E (n i R:: S 
1 +C (3, i I"'CEXP I E IGEN(3) "'n"lE (!) I +C 14, lI·CEXP lEI GEM 141·T IME II 1 HC 15,1 R;: S 
21 RES 






PN1FIII=EIGENIU·CI1.1J ·CEXP(EIGENI1I·TIMEIIJ I +EIGEN!7.1"'CI2,11 RES 
t·c EXP (EI GEN (2) "'TIME I I I) +F.1GEN (:II'" C (3,1 ). CE XP IE IGEN (3 ).TH1EfI 11+ RES 
2e: IGEN 1t.).C 14 .11.C EXP lEI GEN I 41·111'1 ElI) I R:: S 
BET A N1 FI II =E IGE N 11 J. C I 1,2 I ·C EX P IEIGEN 111· TI ME II ) I +EI GEN (2). C C 2,7. I RES 
i ·C EX 0 1:::1 GEN I 2).Tn'!E I II 1+ EIGEN (:3). C 13.7. '·CE XP IE IGEN( 3) • TIMEI II I • RES 
2EIG::NI41·CI'>.21"'CEXPIEIGENI "'·TIMEII)) R::S 
OSTAR1F(I1=EIGENI1I·CI1.41·CEXP IEIGENU)·TIM'OIII I+!OIGEN(21·CI2,41"RES 
tC EXP lEI G EN (21 ·T IME II ) 1+ E IG::: N (3) ·C 13. 41 "CE X P (:: IG EN (3 I ·T 1Me: II I I.. RES 
2 E IG:: N 141 ·C I 4. It 1 ·C EX P (EI G EN I '" .. TI'1 E ( II ) RES 




















































IFINNI101.EQ.11 CIILL U:STERUO' R~S 
R~S 
PAYNTERS RECIPE ~ES 
R~S 
AA= ~~:; ill (1)j RE S 
00 20 J=Z,16 RES 
IFIABS(A(JI'.GT.ABS(AA II AA=AeSIA!JII R~S 
20 CONT INUE RES 
AIIT=0.1·IIA RES 
FACT=1. RES 
DO 30 K=1,30 R::S 
FACT=FACT4FLOATIKI R.S 
X=14. 4 AAT)··K4EXPI4. 4 AATI/FACT RES 
IF (X • LT. Q • 0011 GO TO 4 0 R~ S 
30 NZ=K+1 RES 
itO CONTINUE RES 
IFINNU1l.EQ.ll CALL LISTERlll1 (i~.S 
TEMP(1'=TEMPI61=TEMP(111=TEMP(161=1. RES 





DO 50 I=l,NZ RES 
00 51 JJ=1,16 R::S 
51 XTEMPIJJ)=O.O RES 
DO 55 J=1.4 R::S 
00 55 K=1,4 R.S 
DO 55 L=1,4 RES 
55 XTEMP(J,K)=XTEMPIJ,K)+TEMP!J,LI4AIL,K)40.1/FLOATII) RES 
DO 52 JJ=1,16 R.S 
52 TEMPIJJI=XTEMPIJJI RES 
DO 60 I1=1.16 R::S 
60 PIIII=P(1Il+TEtlPIIII RES 
50 CONTINUE RoS 
1F(NN(lZI.EQ.lI CALL LISTER(12) RES 
TEMP(tI=TEMPI61=TEMP(111=TEMP(16)=1. R~S 
















































RU.U=Rr2.2i=RC3.3i =Ri4,,+'=1. RES 
R(1.Z'=RC1,31=R(1.4'=R(2.1.=R«Z.3D=R«Z.4i=RI3.11=RC3.Zi=R«3.4D=O. RES 
Rl4.U=R(4.2i=fHIt.3'=0. RES 
00 61 !=l.NZ RES 
00 62 JJ=1.16 RES 
62 XTEHPiJJI=O.O RES 
00 65 J=1.4 RES 
DO 65 K=l,1t R~S 
00 65 L=1,4 RES 
6!: XTEHPIJ.Ki=XTEMP IJ,K HTEMP IJ,L I"A (L.K'·0.1/FLOATI 1+1) RES 
00 67 JJ=1.16 RES 
67 TEMPIJJi=XTEMPIJJI RES 
00 69 11=1,16 RES 
69 RIII'=RIII)+TEMP(III RES 
61 CONTINUE R~S 
Q 11 I =R 11.1)" B 11 1+ R 11 .2 )" B 12 , + R (1 .3' "ll (3 i +R 11, 4 I" q I" IRES 







IFINN{13l.EQ.11 CALL LISTER{131 RES 
)(R1l11 =xR3(1)=XR,+(1I=O. R::S 
XR2111=-OOELTA/OR RES 
00 70 1=2.51 RES 
X Rl ( II =P 11 ,I ) .. XRl (1-1» +P {i, Z I" lCR2 II -11 +P ! 1, 3' • XR 311- 11 +P U, 41 "XR'+' R~ S 
11-11+011' RES 
XR2(II=P(Z,ll.XR1(I-ll+P(2,21"XR2(I-ll+P(2.3'''XR311-11+P(2.'+I·XR"(R~S 
iI-1 » +0 12 I R! S 
)(R3{1,=PI3.1)"XR1(I-l'+P!3,ZI.XR2(I-ll+P(3,3)·XR3(I-ll+P(3,4'·XR'+(RES 
11-11 +;"H31 R~ S 
70 XR4(1)=P(4,ll·XR1(I-ll+P(,+,2'''lCRZ(I-ll+P(,+,31~XR3(1-11+PI4.41·XR,+«RES 
11-11 +Q(41 RES 
00 71 1=1,51 R~S 
PNC(I1=P$S"XR11I1 RES 
BETANC!II=BETASS"XR3CII RES 

















































IF«NN(1~D.EQ.l) CALL LISTER(i4) 
DO 80 1=1,51 
XRIT=XR1(Ii-A(1.1)+XRZ(I'-'li.ZJ+XR3(ID-Ali,3D+XR4«I'-',t.4.+911' 
XRZT=XRiIID-' «Z.1J+XRZ(I,-,(2.2'+XR3(ID-A(Z,3'+XR4(ID· A(2,4.+8(2) 
XR3 T=XR1 U'''A (3.1 HlCR2 U '-A (3. 2HXR3«I I-A( 3.:n +XR41 U -A«3.4I+II(31 
XR4T=XRIIIJ-A(4.1l+XR2(IJ-AI~.2'+XR](ID-A(4.3D+XR~CID"1114,4'+9141 
PNIC (I l=PSS-XRH 
SET ANIC! U=SETASS-XR3T 
80 DSTARiCIII=Dp·XRiT+DR-XR2T+D8ETA"XR3T+OPHI"XR4T 




RES 11 90 
RES lZ011 
RES 1210 





















SUBROUTINE MOOElIC.EIGEN.PSS.BETASS.OSS .OP.OR.OBETA.OPHI.A.9. 
i OOEl TA I 
COI1PlEX C «5.4' .EIGEfH,.» 
DIMENSION AI4.4'.BI4),XI16l,XIWCi16I,P(16,16).PINVli6.1&I,FI16', 
1 H4, 4» ,A Hit. 4' • III It) 
REAL l,ll.l2,K.I31.I32,I33.I34 






















131=A1I1AG IC (3,1 n IPSS 

























































































'" .... C8=- V" f;11"U Hili 0 400 
C9=CS"LlV H3D 410 
01=-CB HOD oItZO 
Cl0=V"R21 H!lID 430 
Cl1=Cl0"L/V ,no 440 
C12=V"R22 !'IOD 1050 
C13=C12"L/V 1100 460 
C14=V"R23 MOD 41'0 
C15=C14"LlV IUD 4 811 
C16= (R 24-K"R 22' MOD 490 
C17=-V"R21"L2 !faD 500 
C18=C17"L/V "3D 510 
D2=-C17 1100 520 
C19=V"R31 MOO 530 
C 20=C19"L/V M30 540 
C21=V" R32 MOD 550 
C22-=C2i"L/V MO~ 560 
C23=V"R33 "JlO 570 
C24=C23"L/V MlO 580 
C25=R34-K"R32 MOD 590 
C26=V"(!31"S3-R31"A3) Hi)!) 600 
C 27=C2'6" L/V MGo 610 
D3=-C26 HOD 620 ~ 
C28=V" 131 HOD 630 
C2'l=C28" L/V MOO 640 
C30=V" 132 MlO 650 
C31=C30"LIV MOD 660 
C32=V" !33 MOD 670 
C33=C32"L/V IflO 680 
C34=I34-K"I3::' 110 III 690 
C35=-V" (R31"93+!31"1I31 MOD roo 
C36=C35"L/V MlO 7'10 
04=-C35 HO~ no 
C37=V"1<11+L "R11"Ll MOD 730 
C38=V"R12+L"RIZ"Ll MOO 740 
C39=V"R13+L"Ri 3"L1 MOD 750 
C40=V"R11"Ll HOD 76(1 
C41=V"H2"U HOD 770 
C42=V"R13"Ll M)O 780 
05=R14·l1~K·fU2·l1 MOD 790 
C43=V·IiZl+l·R21"'lZ MDO 800 f C .... =~ f<ZZ+l""RZZ'"lZ "jJ III 810 
C .. S=V"'IiZ3 +l"'R2:3'"'.,Z 1100 8Z0 
Clt6=V"'RZl'"lZ HOD 830 
C .. 7=V"'R2Z"'l2 MOIli 8ltO 
tlt8= V'" RZ 3"'lZ IUD 8St! 
06=RZ4"'l2-K"'R ZZ'"lZ MOD 860 
C49=V'" R31+L'" R31.A3-L '"X 31"'133 1'100 870 
CSO=V'"R3Z+l"'R3Z·A3-l·I32 ·83 I1JO 880 
C51=V'"R33+l'"R33"'A3-l"'X33'"B3 MOO 890 
CSZ=V'"R31'"A3 -V· 131'"B3 HOlD 900 
C53=V·(R3Z'"A3-X32'"S31 HOD 910 
CS4=V·I~33·~3-X33'"B31 1100 9Z0 
07= R34'"A3-134'"B3-K'"R3Z'"A3+K'"X3Z'"e3 HOD '3130 
CSS=V'"X31+l"'I31'"A3+L'"R31'"93 1100 940 
C56=V'"I3Z+L'"R3Z'"~3+L·!32'"A3 11)0 'ISO 
CS7=V'"I33+L '"R 33·S 3+l'"X 33.A3 MOO 960 
CS 8= V'" 1'31.83 +V '"131 '"A 3 Mil !I 970 
CS9=V'" (R3Z'"83+13Z'"A3) ,1)0 980 
C60=V'" (R 33·B 3+1 33.A 3) HOl~ '>90 
08=R34'"S3+!34'"A3-K·R32'"B3-K·I3Z'"A3 MOO 1000 
C61=R14-K·R12-V'"R12"'ll 11)0 1010 
C62=-l'"R lZ'"Ll HOD 10ZO 
09=-C6Z"V/L HOD 1030 
C63=RZ4-K'"R2Z-V"'LZ'"RZ2 MOO 1040 
C64=-l'"LZ"'RZ2 liDO 10~0 
010=-CE4'"V/l HOD 1060 
C6S= R34-K'"R3Z-V"R3Z'"A3 t-V.I 3Z'"8:3 HOD 1070 
CE6=l'"(-R3Z'"A3t-I3Z"93' I1JO 1080 
011= -C 66·V Il MOO 1090 
C67=I34-K'"I3Z-V'"I32'"A3-V·R32'"83 MOO 1100 
I C68=-L·( R3Z·8 3+1 :32'" A 3D MOO 1110 01Z=-C68'"V/l HOD 1120 
I CE9=-V'"R13'"ll 1100 1130 C70=C69'"L/V 1100 1140 013=-C69 MJD 1150 
I C71=-V·R23'"L2 HOD 1160 C7/?=C71"'l/V HOI) 1170 \0 Dt4=-C7t HOD H80 ,'" 
I 
.r, 
en C73=-V·CR33·A3-133·B3, MOO 1190 
C71t=C13·L/V HOD 1200 
01S=-C73 HOO 121.0 
C75=-V·CR33"'B3+133"'A3' !t:llD 1220 
C7G=C7S·L IV MOD 1230 
01G=-C75 HuD 1240 
DO 4 ITER=1,ITMAX .. :10 1250 
AA=X(i,·X(10'-X(2'''XI91 MOD 12&0 
AB=Xll'·X(G'-XI2'"'XISl MOD 1270 
AC=XI31.XI101-XI2'''X(111 1'100 1280 
AO=XI3'·X(GI-XI2)"X(1' HOD 1290 
AE=X(It'·X(10D-X(ZI"Xl1ZI !tOO 1300 
AF=XI4»·X(G'-XC2'·XI8) MOD 1310 
FI11=Cl·AA+GZ"AB+C3"AC+C4·AO+CS.AE+CG"'AF+Cl·Xll1+C1·X(Z'+C3"'XI3'+ HOD 1320 
lCS"Xllt'+GO·X(10)+CQ"XI61-01 HOD 1330 
F!ZI=Cl0.AA+Cl1·AB+C12.AC+C13.AO+C14.AE+C15.AF+C104~11)+G1G"XeZ'+ MOO 1340 
lC1Z"XI31+C11t"'X(ltJ+C17"'X(101+C1S"'XI61-0Z HOD 1350 
FI31=C19"'AA+CZO"'AB+CZ1·AC+CZ24~O+C?3"'AE+CZIt"AF+C19"Xll'+C2S.X(Z'+ MOO 13EO 
lC21"X(31+CZ3·XI41+CZ6"X(101+C21·XI61-D3 MOD 1370 
O~ flit. =CZO·AA+CZ9"AB+C 30"AC+C 31"1\0 +C32.A E+C33"'AF +C2S"'X l1i+C34"'X (Z)+ MOO 11160 1l:i!lI~ 1C30"XI31+C324Xllt'+C35·Xll0)+C36"'XI61-01t MOO 1390 'S~ AA=X(5)"XI101-X(61 4 XI91 MOD 1400 ~~ AR=XI71·XC101-X(G'''Xllll MOO 1410 AC=X(614XI101-XI61 4 XI1Z1 MOO lltZO 
~~ F (S I=C l"I\A+C 3-A B+C5·AC +C 37-X I S I +C7-XI61 +C3 S-X (71 +C39·X ISl+C40·X (91 MOD 1430 
i\ 1+C41"X 111) +Clt2 -X 1121- 05 !no 1440 F 16 I=C 10-A A+C1Z- AB+ Cilt- AC+ C4 3" X 151+ C16-X 161+ c,.,.·x« 71 .C,.S -X IS I +C4G-MOO 1lt50 1 X 191+C47"'X(111 +C4S-XI lZI-05 HOD Ilt60 FIn =C19"IIA+CZ1"AB+C?3"AC+C"9")( 15l+CZS"X (6I+CSO"'XI7 I +CS1"'XI8 I+C52"HJD 1470 
1X!91+C53"X(111+C51t"'X(1ZI-01 MOO 1480 
F I 8) =CZS "'AA +C 30 "A e.c 32- AC+C 55· X (5 HC31t-X (6HC 5 6'" X (7) +C 57- XC 6 HCSS "MOO 1490 
1XI91+CS9-X(11}+C60-XllZI-OS "lD 1500 
AA=X(91"X(51-X(51-Xll01 MDO 1510 
IIR=Xl1l1 "'X(61 -x (11·X (10 I HOD 1520 
AC=)( I1Z)"X 161-X 161"X (10 I MlO 1530 
FI91=CZ"'AA+C"-AS.C6"AC+C1"'XI9'.C6t 4X(10l+C3-XC111.C""X(1ZI+C6Z· HOD 1S 40 
1X(61-09 MOO 1550 
FltOI=Cll-AA+C13.A9+C15"AC+Cl0")((91+C63"'X(101+C1Z"X(11I+C14"'X(1ZI+~lO 1560 




lC6E·x(6)-Oll "DD 1590 
F«lZD=CZ94AA+C314AS+C334AC+C28·X«9'+CE74X«lD,+C304X(11'+C3~X(12)+"OD 1600 
1 C6S.)({ 6' -OlZ 
AA: X it31. x(10) -xU4 D .l((9 I 
AB=X(t3'·X(6'-J(Ulti .XIS. 
AC=X(15D·X(10i-Xli4D-X(11' 








1 X (14) +CZ.1-XI15 I +CZ3·X (HI' +C 73·x (to )+C74.X (61-015 
F (16) =CZ 6· QA+CZ9'" AB+C30"'AC+C31·AO tC3Z·AE+C.33.AF+CZ8"'X (13) +Cl4. 
1XI14'+C30·XI1SI+C3Z-XI16'+C7S·)(10)+C7E"'X(61-016 
DO S !=l,Z56 
5 P(!I=O, 
P (l,ll=G1.X (1 0 I +C 2"X (61+Cl 
P(t,21 =-Cl"'X (9'-CZ.l( (SI-C3"'XI111-C"·X f71-GS·X' C1Z1-C6"'XC81+C7 
P (1, 3'=C 3"'X (10 I +C,.'" X (6 HC3 
PU,It, =CS·XI101 +ce"'X(61 +CS 
P 11 , S I =- CZ· X (Z I 
P(l,51=CZ-Xlll+C"·X(31+C5·X(41+C9 
P (1,71 =-C 4"'X« ZI 
P 11, 81=-C6"'X /ZI 
PU.91=-CI-X(ZI 
Pll.101=Cl+XUI +C3"'X (3 )+CS"'X (4)+CS 





P (Z,31 =C1Z4X (t01 tC13"'X /cHelZ 
























































P (3. Z,=- C1q. X (91 -C20. X (5 I-CZ i·X (11)> -C22·x« 7J-C 23·)( 12» -C24"1(( 8) + 
lCZ5 
P(3,31=CZ1"X(10l+C22"X(61+C21 
P (3,ItI=C23"X UO HC24"X(6HC23 
P 13, 5) =-C20"xl 21 
P(3.&I=C20"X U '+C2Z"X «3I+C2""X (4i+C27 
PHI,71=-C22")«ZI 
P(3,81=-CZ4"X(ZI 








P (4.ItI=C32.)( (iOI+C33"X (61+C32 
P14. 51 =- C2 9")( 121 
P (4. 61=C29"X 111+C31"X (3'+C33"X lit' +C3& 
P(4,71=-C31"XI21 
P(4,81=-C33"X(2' 




PIS ,51 =C1"X (10 I+C37 
P (S ,6) =-C1." X (91 -C3" XU 1'-CS")( I 12' +C7 
PIS.71=C3"X(101+C38 





P 16 .51 =C 10"X (10' .C43 
HOD! 1980 
tlDD 1990 














































P(6.7D e Ct2-X(10)+C44 
II U6.8'=Ci"-X (10 HC45 
P(6.9'=-ClO-XI6'+C46 
P «6.10 I=ClO-X t5HCll"X (7 HCI4-X (8 D 
PC6.1iD=-Cll-X,6D+C47 





PC7 .9D=-C19.X(61 +C52 
1'17. 10D = C19. Xi 5HC21·X f7HC23·X (8 D 
P(7.11»=-C21·X~ol+C53 





I' (S. 'll =- C2S.X (61 +CS B 
PI8.101=C2S·X(SI+C30·X(71+C32·X(SI 
P I!I .111=-C30·X 16 I+e 59 
P(8.121=-C32·X(6'+C60 
P {9. 6' =C 2·X (91 tC4·XI 11' +Co"X(12) +C62 
P(9.S)=-C2.X (10) 







P (1 O. 6) =Cl1·X (9' +G13.X f11I+C1S·X i121+C64 






























































PU1.8»=-C21t-)«1o, i1'D 2800 
PU1.9'=C21l-X(6)+C19 MOD 2810 
P(11.101=-C20-XISI-C223 X(71-C24-X(8'+C65 "00 2820 
P(11.111=C22·Xi61+C21 "OD 2830 
PI11.12)=C24"xr6D+C23 1100 28/00 
P(12.51=-C29"X(101 HOD 2850 
P(12.61=C29"XC9'+CJ1"X(11J+C33"X(12'+C68 HmD 2860 
P(12.7b=-C31")«10) HOD 2870 
P 112. 8 1=-C33")( (10) HOD 2880 
Pt12.91=C29"X(6'+Cl8 HOD 2890 
P(12.101=-C29-X(Sl-C31"X(71-C33"X(81+C67 HOD 2900 
P(12.ll)=C31-X(61+C3n MOO 2910 
PI12 .121 =C33-X( 61 +C32 HOD 2920 
P (13 ,SI=-CZ"X (141 HlD 2930 
PU3.61=C2"XI13I+C4")f( lSl+C6"1I{1EI+C70 HOD 2940 
P(13.71=-C4"XI14) HOD 29S0 
P U3.!H=-C6"X (4) 
'1)0 2960 
P(13.91=-Cl"Xi141 HOD 2970 
Pi13.101=Cl"X(131+CJ"X(lS,tCS")(lE'+C69 HOD 298~ 
P(13.l1'=-C3"XI141 ~JO 2990 
P(13.l21=-CS"X(141 HOD 3000 
PI13.l31=Cl"X(101+Cl"Xi61+Cl HOD 3010 
P(13.1~1=-C1"XI91-Cl")«(5)-C3·~(11)-C4"XI71-CS")«lll-C6·X(SI+C7 
HOD 3010 
P(13.1SI=C3"X(101 +C4'OX 161+C3 "00 3030 
P (t3,161=CS"X (10I+Co"X (61+CS HOD 30"0 
P(14.SI=-Cli"XI141 1100 3050 
P(14.61=Cl1"X(13)+C13"~(1SI+C15'O)«(16)+C7l 
HOD 3060 
PU4.71=-C13"X(141 HOD 3011) 
P(14,91=-Cl0·X(14l ~OO 3080 
P(14.S)=-C1S"XI141 1100 3090 
P (14,101 =Cl0'OX 113HC"12!.X (IS! +e14·)((1 f>l +cn troD 3100 
P(14,11l=-Ci2~X(141 
HOD 3110 
P 114,121 =-Ci4")( (14) HOD 3110 
P(1~.131=CI0"X(10l+Cl1.X(EI+C10 
"00 3130 
P\iit.14'=-CiO")((91-CU·1((SI-C12-X I111-Cl:!"X(71-C14·)((121-C15·)((8D~1100 3140 
lCl~ 
HOD 31S0 
PU4.1.;,=C12"·XHOHC134 X(&D+C12 . HDO 31&0 
P(14;l&i=C144X(10D+C1S4 X«&i+C14 MOD 3170 
P I1S.Sb=-C204 X (14) 'no 3180 
Pd15,&)=CZ04X«13»+C224X«1S'+C244Xr1&D.C7~ H
OD 3190 
P«t5.7D=-C2Z 4 X(14J HGO 3200 
PUS,8D=-C2/t4XU4) ,.t)l) 3210 
P(15.9D=-C194X(14' HOD 3220 
P U; ,10 ,=C194 X C131+C 21 4 X C15I+C234 XC1&' +C73 !f!l0
 3230 
PU5.11)=-C21·XC1/t1 "10 3240 
PC15.12D=-C234 Xt14D HOD
 3250 





P(15,151=C214 X(10l+C22 4 X(6l+C21 HOD 3290 
P(15.161=C234 X(10)+C2/t4XI61+C23 HOD 3300 
P(16.51=-C294 X(141 HOD 3310 
PI16.61=C29~X(131+C314X(151+C334X(161+C76 
HOD 3320 
PIHi,71=-C314X(141 !f00 3330 
PU&.8l=-C334 X (lit 1 HlO 3340 
PI16.91=-C28 4 XI141 MOD
 3350 
PI16.10)=C2S 4X(131+C30 4 X(151+C3Z4 X(161+C75 H!)O 3360 
PU6.111=-C30·Xf1ltl "liD
 3370 
PUG.121 =-C32 4X(4) MOD 3380 
P(16.I3l=C284 X(101+C294 X(GI+C28 MOO 3390 
P(16.14)=-C2S4X(9)-C294X(Sl-C304X(1II-C314X(7D-C324X (12l-C33-XISi+H10 3400 
lC34 H
OD 3410 
P 116 .lS)=C30 4XI10HC3P·XI61+C:!O HOD 3420 


















00 10 J=1.1& HO
~ 3480 
XINCIII=)(INC(I1-PINII(I.JI4F(JI I1D03lt90 
00 3 1=1.16 ~10
 3500 
IF(ABS(XINCI111.GT.EPS11 ITCON=O HOD 3510 
X(I)=)( III+XINCIIl 1100 3520 
CONTINUE ~J
O 3530 










Ii ~ ~ 










GO TO 7 
1 PRINT 400,ITER,X 
7 CONTINUE 
DO 6 1=1.4 
DO 6 J=1.1t 





00 8 1=104 
WCII=CAII,l)-AII.21·0P/ORI·REALiC(5.11)/PSS+ 





Z2=-V· A (i ,21/0R 
















100 FORMAT (~Fttl. 0) 











































200 FORHAT(III.iOX.~HAIRPLANE MODEL WITH SPECIFIED TIHE HISTORIES.IIIHOD 3930 
i.l0X.29HFLIGHT AND VEHICLE PARAHETERS.II.I0X.8HAIRSPEEO,FI0.t.7H FHOO 39~O 
2T/SEC,II.tOX.41HCG TO PILOT STATION LONGITUDINAL OISTANCE.FI0.2.3HHOD 3950 
3 FT,II.iOX.39HOIHENSIQNAl CON~TANT FOR OSTAR EQUATION.FiO.4.30H CUHDD 3960 
4BIC-FEET/LB-SECONOS-SQUAREO,II.iOX.i6HOYNAHIC PRESSURE.FiO.t,t4H LHDD 3970 
5B/FT-SQUA~EO.II.tOX,29HROllRATE NORMALIZATION fACTOR.FiO.3.fl,iOX.HDD 3980 
629HSIOESLIP NORMALIZATION FACTOR.FiO.3.II.I0X.26HDSTAR NORHALIZATIHOO 3990 
70N FACTOR.FiO.3./) HOD 4000 
300 FORHAT nOX.43HI'IAXII1UM NUHI3ER OF NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATIONS.I8.1.10XHJO 40tO 
t .17HCONVERGENCE L!Mtl.F20.ShOO 4020 
2.11 .. 4' X ,t6F8.4.11» HOD 4D3o 
400 FeRMAT 111I.l0lC,25HITERATIONS TO CCNVERGENCE.I8 .II,10 ... i2HN-R SOLUTH30 40100 
iION. II. 4X .• i6F 8.4.1111 HOD 40~0 
<;00 FORMATliOX.29HN-R SOLUTION DIll NOT CONVERGE,I.tOX.19HlAST TRIAL 501'1004060 
lLUTION.I,4X,16F8.4,1.10X,24HLA~T SOLUTION AIlJUSTMENT.I.4X.iGF8.4' ~lO 4070 
600 FORMATll0X,lSHTHE A MATRIX IS,S9lC.15HTHE B VECTOR ISII.4UOX,4E16.MOO 4080 
16.l0X,Ei6.6/n, MOO 4090 
700 FORMATIII.10X,ZOHI100IFIEO EIGENMATRIlC,II,4110X.4E20.6.1') H3D 4100 
800 FORMAT! 1!llC.14HIOSTAR)OElTAA=,F20.6'/1I' HOD 4110 
900 FORMATCII.I0X.t9HOISTRI8UTION MATRIX.II.I0X.F20.4.11.50X,F20.4, HOD 4120 
11',70X.F20.4.II.I0)(.4EZO.6.1f) 11304L!0 
laoo FORHATliOX,4E?O.61 HOD 4140 
END HOD 41~0 
I _ .. _ 
.1 
APPENDIX C 
Program AANDB Sample Output 
l04 
I ~ 1 . 
DATE: 12101/75 
UST PARAM£HR TABLE i 1 1. 1 1 1 1 i 1. 1 1 1. 1. 
CASE NUMBER 1 PLOT CODE 0 TIME RESPONSE CODE 1 
INPUT DATA 
PN, 0.000 .620 1.020 1, n 20 1.005 1.030 
TIME, 0.00 .50 1.00 1.S0 2.0 r 2.50 
BElAN, 0.000 .160 .580 .930 .980 .800 
TIME, 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 
OSTAR. O. DO~ .376 .676 .951 1.260 1.610 
TIME, 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50 2. DC 2.50 
1 '1 1 1 1 1 1 
1.070 1.090 1.075 1.04+5 1.025 
3.00 3. SO 1t.00 4.50 5,00 
• eso .690 • II 90 1.090 1.150 
3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 
1.980 2.340 2. &50 2.950 3.270 
3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 
lOS 







• t5943~E+01 O. 
.9330 0.0000 
REAL IHAG 
.317'662E+OO .7'4963 5E+ 00 
2.3400 
REAL IMAG 
• 93~45E+OO D. 
0.1388 0.0000 
REA L XMAS 
.,+97955£ .. 00 .7U.256E"00 
-.1528 2.00&7 
.. _l~ __ ... 
REAL IMAG 





-.515220E+01 O • 
REAL IHAG 
.'+97955E+00 -.781256E+00 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 










.10561 .. £+01 
2.6660 
PEAL IHAG 








"U VALUES SPECIFI ED 
REAL IMAG 
HU. .300511 E+ 00 O. 
EIGEN, -2.~O~5 0.0000 
REAL IMAG 
-.2543 -2.0~48 






























ORIGINAl.: P A.GE IS 









BET A.~. -.1199 -.0000 
!"HIN, .4435 -.nooo 








- • 19tH! 
-.0190 
• Iil 79 
IMAG REAl· IMI& 
.00110 .0155 .OU4 
.0000 -.1988 -.1282 
.0000 -.0190 .0034 
.0000 .0179 .0368 
Il1AG REAL I"AG 
-.Olt14 -1.0695 -.otOO 
" 
.1282 33.4334 - .0000 
-.0034 345.0439 -.0 noD 




FI m HG RESUL T5 
REAL IHAt; REAL IHAG ~AL IHAt; 
HU. .3005 0.01100 .9985 O.IIOllO .1t51& 0.1560 
EIGEN. 02. 1t045 0.0000 ~. 0031 0.0000 -.251t3 ~2.061t8 
COEFFICIENTS 
PN. ~1.11l1 -.0000 2.149& .0000 .0155 .0411,. 
BETAN. =.1199 -.0000 -32.9159 .. 0000 -.1988 -.1282 
PHIN. .4435 -.0000 -345.4494 .0000 -.0190 • 003" 
OSTAR. -.0086 -.0000 -215.9881 .0000 .0119 .0368 
RE&l IHA(; REAL tHAG 
.4516 .7560 
-.2543 2.06"8 
• Oft. 55 -.0414 -1.0695 ~. 0 000 
~.1988 .12e2 :33.,. 334 
-.0000 
-. O! 90 -.003,. 345.0439 0.0000 
.0179 -.OlE8 215.9615 -.OI!DD 
':0> ;0 Iis:~ 
>-1 
"O'4.l ~~ 




AIK.PlANE MODEL IIITH SPECIFIED TIME HISTORIES 
FUGHT AND V EHIClE PARAMETERS 
AIRSPEED &12.2 FUSEC 
CG TO PILOT STATION LONGITUDINAL DISTANCE 22.21t F~ 
DIMENSIONAL CONSTANT FOR DSTAR EaU~TION -.3190 CUBIC-FEET !lB-SECONOS-SQUARED I 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 331.8 LB/FT-SQU~REO 
ROLLRATE NORMALIZATION FACTOR 0500 i I 
~ 
~-. SID£Sl'IP"mllH~Ai..I1/.InON FA'CTOR ,. iii. iJ{iii 
DSTaR NOR~ALIZATION FACTOR .010 
MAXIMUM ~UMB~R OF NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATIONS ~o 
CONVERGENCE LIMIT .000010 ...-
X 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 000000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 






















• • 0 0 







'" 11\ 11\ 
'" 
0 

















• 0 c:> 




2: ~ 0 
0 ~ ,.. 
... .... .... 
I- 0 • 41 VI 
0:-
W 0:-
I- 0 CC 
... ~ CC 
Ii' 















































































THE A MATRIX IS 
-.2351177£+ 01 
. -.534355E-01 
• 25:!l874 E- 01 
.959579 E+OO 
THE 8 VECrOR IS 
.5I11800I::+Ot 





.770 Rl2 £+ 00 
-.35869IlE+00 
-.100515E+01 





• 218151E+ [0 
-.255620E-02 
-.206077E-03 
• 532788E- H 
• 202703E- 02 
RESPONSE ENVELOPES 
TIME PN BErAN OSTAR 
0.00 0.000 0.000 2.000 -2.000 !t.000 - 4. 000 
.10 .333 .010 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
.20 .667 .027 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
.30 1.000 .065 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.0 CO 
... 0 1.0 .. 3 .107 2.000 -2.000 4.000 - 4. 000 
• 50 . 1.064 .1.60 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
• &0 1..07& .227 2.000 - 2.000 4.000 -4.000 
.70 1.080 .300 2.000 -2.000 4.000 - 4.000 
.80 1.080 .31'>0 2.000 -2.000 4.UOO -4.000 
.90 1. 078~~ ~ ./j09 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
1. 00 1.07& .450 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
1.10 1.074 • /j 79 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
1. 20 1. on .507 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
1.30 i.070 .530 2. DOC -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
1.ltO 1.069 .556 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
1.50 1.067 .579 2.000 -Z.OOO 1t.000 -4.0 CO 
1.&0 1.065 .600 2.000 -2.000 4.000 - 4.000 
1.70 1.063 .620 2.000 -2. a 00 4.000 -4.000 
1.80 1.061 .639 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -It. 000 
1.90 1.059 .656 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -It. 000 
2.00 1.057 • &7 l' 2.000 -2.000 4.000 -4.000 
2.10 1.055 .692 2.100 -2.100 4.200 -4.200 
2.20 1.053 .708 2.200 -2.200 4.400 -4.400 
2.30 1.051 .722 2.300 -2.3[0 4.600 -4.600 
2.40 1.050 .733 2.400 -2.400 4.800 ~4. 8 CO 
2.50 1.0lt8 .748 2.500 -2.500 S.OOO ~ 5.000 
2.60 1.046 .762 2.600 -2.600 5.200 -5.200 
2.70 1.0lt4 .778 2.700 -2.700 S ... OO -5.400 
2.80 1.0lt2 .790 2.600 -2.800 5.600 -5. MO 
2.90 1.0ltO • 80,. 2.900 -2. q 00 5.800 -5.800 
3.00 1.038 .81& 3.000 -3.000 6.000 -6.000 
3.10 1.036 .El2'1 3.100 -3.100 6.200 -6.200 
3.20 1.03/j • e:,o 3.200 -3.200 6.400 - 6.400 
3. 30 1.032 .852 3.300 -3.300 6.600 -6.6 CO 
3.40 1.030 .861 3.400 - 3.400 6.800 -6.800 
3.50 1.029 .871 3.500 -3.500 7.00n -~7. 000 
3. &0 1.027 .880 3.600 -3. I) 00 7.200 -7.200 
3.70 1.025 .888 3.700 - 3.700 7.400 -7.400 
3.80 1.023 .896 3.600 -3.800 7.600 ~ 7.600 
3.90 1.021 .908 3.900 -3.900 7.800 -7.800 
4.00 1.019 .915 4.000 - 4. 000 8.000 -8.000 
It. 10 1.017 .920 4.100 -4.100 8.200 -8.200 
4.20 1.015 .92'1 4.200 ~4. 200 11.400 -8.400 
It. 30 1.013 • (13 6 4.300 ~4. 3 00 6.600 -6.600 
4.40 1.011 .947 4.400 - 4.400 8.800 - 8.800 
... 50 1.010 .956 4.500 -4.500 'J.ooo - 9. 0 00 
It. 60 1.008 .965 4.6110 -4.600 9.200 -'1.200 
ORIGINAL PAGE lB 11"5 ., 


















-It. 7 00 
-It.8 CO 
-It.9 no 









PNDOT B~UNDOT OSTAROOT 
It. 000 .80& &.000 ~&.OOO 12.000 -12.000 
It. 000 .711 &.000 - &.000 12.000 012.000 
1. E86 .255 4.8 DO -4.800 9.660 a9.&OO 
1.122 -.224 4.150 "4.150 8.300 -8.300 
• '392 -.297 3.72'0 -3.720 7.4
40 a7 ..... 0 
• '108 -.323 3.280 -3.280 6.560 
a6.5 &0 
.8 .. 3 -.327 2.910 -2.<;110 5.820 as. 8 20 
• .,137 -.323 2.&10 -2.610 5.220 
-5.220 
.72" -.319 2.370 - 2.370 4.740 -4.740 
.663 -.304 2.100 -2.100 4.2'00 -4.2 DO 
.H3 -.289 1.950 -1.950 3.900 -3.900 
.556 -.27 .. 1.780 -1.780 3.560 -3.560 
.510 -.251 1. &10 al.&10 3.220 a3.220 
... & .. -.228 1.1t90 -1.490 2.91\0 -2.980 
.421 -.205 1.350 al. 35 0 2.700 -2.700 
.379 -.183 1.2&0 -1.2&0 2.520 -2.520 
.349 a.148 1.170 -1.170 2.340 a 2.340 
.318 a.129 1.120 -1.120 2.240 a2.240 
.295 -.125 1.070 al.070 2.140 a2.140 
.272 -.118 1. a 50 a1.050 2.100 -2.100 
.257 -.125 1.000 al.000 2.000 a2.0 00 
.234 -.123 1.000 -1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.222 - .121 1. 000 -1.000 2.000 a2.000 
.211 -.120 1.000 -101100 2.fiOO a 2.000 
.199 -.U8 1.000 al.000 2.000 -2.000 
.192 -.116 1.000 -1.000 2.000 a2.0 00 
.188 -.114 1.000 -1.000 2.000 a2.000 
.184 -.112 1.000 -1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.180 a.110 1.000 -1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.17& -.109 1.000 al.000 2.000 a2.0 00 
.172 -.107 1.000 -1.000 2.000 a2.0 00 
.168 0.105 1.000 -1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.165 -.103 1.000 -1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.169 -.102 1.000 -1 .000 2.000 -2.000 
.1&5 -.100 1.000 -t.OIlO 2.000 -2.000 
.165 -.098 1.000 -1.0eO 2.000 -2.000 
.157 -.096 1.00 D -1.000 2.000 a2.0 00 
.142 a.09S 1.000 -1.000 2.000 - 2. 000 
.119 ... 093 1.000 -1.000 ?. 0 00 -2.000 
.107 -.091 1.000 _ 1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.096 -.089 1.000 a1.000 2.000 - 2. 000 
.080 -.088 1.000 a1..000 2.000 -2.0 00 
.073 -.086 1.000 -1.000 2.000 - 2.0 a a 
.069 -.084 1.000 al.000 2.000 -2.0 00 
.061 - .08 2 1.000 -1.000 2.000 - 2. 000 
• 05ft -.081 1.000 -1.000 2.000 
-2.000 
.046 -.079 1. 0 00 -1.000 2.000 -2.000 
.046 -.077 1.000 -1.000 2.000 - 2. 000 
.Olt& 0.075 1.000 -1.000 2.000 -2.0 00 
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FITTED TIME RESI~ONSES 
TIME PN BET liN OSTAR PNOOT flETANDOT OSTARDOT 
O. -:l!! .000 -.000 -.000 2.828 -.0311 .832 
.10 .252 .003 .082 2.232 .091' .803 
.20 ... 50 .020 • 11',0 1.1'5 .. .245 .1'10 
.30 .60G .052 .236 1.369 .395 .1'36 
.40 .727 .099 • 1! 06 1.0511 .538 .1'02 
.50 .819 d.59 .376 .606 .665 .668 
.60 .889 .23t .44t .601 .769 .637 
.70 .941 .312 .504 .436 .846 .609 
.80 .91'8 .399 • 5611 .304 .693 .5B5 
• 91l 1.003 .489 .621 .199 .907 .566 
t. DO 1.016 .579 .677 .117 .890 .553 
1.10 1.027 .666 .732 .0 S5 .843 .545 
1.20 1.030 .1'41' .786 .009 .769 .542 
1.30 1.02'1 .819 .640 -.021 • E 1'1 .545 
1.40- 1.1126 • 881 .895 -.040 .556 .553 
1.50 1.021 .930 .951 -.048 .428 .566 
1.GO 1.017 .9G6 1.009 -.048 .294 • S32 
1.70 1.012 .989 1.0G8 ~.041 .158 .601 
1.80 1.009 .998 1. i 29 -.029 .028 .621 
1.90 1.00& .995 1.192 -.013 -.093 .643 
2.00 1. DOG 
.98 ° 1.257 .004 -.199 .664 
2. 10 1.007 .955 1.325 .022 ".288 .&84 
2.20 1.010 .923 1.394 .039 -.355 .703 
2.30 1.015 .885 1.465 .055 -.400 .1'19 
2.40 ·2.021 .844 1.538 .068 -.~21 .1'31 
2.50 1.028 .802 1.611 .078 -.!t19 .1'41 
2.60 1.037 .761 1.686 .085 
-. 39" .1'46 
2.70 1.045 .723 1.761 • 088 -.352 .748 
2.80 1.054 .691 1.835 • 0117 -.292 .746 
2.90 1.063 .665 1.910 .082 -.216 .741 
3.00 1.070 .648 1.983 .075 -.134 .733 
3.10 i. on .639 2.056 .064 -.045 .722 
3.20 1.083 .639 2.128 • 051 .046 .709 
3.30 1.087 • G46 2.198 .037 .135 .695 
3.40 1.090 .666 2.267 .021 • 2111 .680 
3.50 1.092 .691 2.334 .005 .292 .665 
3.60 1.091 .724 2.400 
-. a 11 .355 .551 
3.70 1.090 .1'62 2.464 -.025 .403 .63P 
3.80 1.06G .804 2.521' - .0311 .437 .626 
3.90 1.0112 .1\411 2.590 -.049 .454 .617 
It. 00 1.017 .894 2.651 -.058 .456 .609 
4.10 1.071 .939 2.712 -.064 .443 .605 
It. 20 1.064 .982 2.71'2 -.067 .416 .603 
1t.30 1.057 1.022 2.832 -.068 .377 .603 
1t.40 1.050 1.057 2.893 -.0,,6 .329 .606 
It. 5 0 1. 044 1.0118 2.953 -.062 .273 .611 
4.D 0 1. 038 1.112 3.015 -.055 .213 .61 l' 
11.9 





































PAYNTERS RECIPE NUMBER IS. 19 
DIFFERENCE EQUAT! ON P I1A TRIlC. 



























TIME PM BHAN DSTAR 
o. aD 0.000 0.000 -.000 
.10 .252 .003 .082 
.20 .450 .020 .160 
.30 .606 .052 .2.1& 
• ItO .727 .099 .308 
• so .81'31 .159 .376 
• &0 .889 .231 .441 
.70 .941 .312 .501t 
.80 .978 .399 .563 
.90 1.003 .489 .:;21 
1.00 1.018 .579 .677 
1.10 1. II 27 .666 .732 
1.20 1.030 .747 .786 
1.30 1.029 . .819 .11 40 
1.40 1.026 .881 .895 
1.50 1.021 .930 .951 
i.60 1.017 .966 1.009 
1.70 1.012 .989 1.068 
1.80 1.009 .998 1.129 
1.90 1.00& .995 1.192 
2. DO 1.00& .960 1.257 
2.10 1.007 .955 1.325 
2.20 1.010 .923 1.391t 
2.10 1.015 .AS5 1.4&5 
2.40 i. 021 .844 1.538 
2. SO 1.028 .802 .1. 611 
2.60 1.037 .761 1.&8& 
2.70 1.045 .723 1.761 
2.80 1'o051t .691 1.835 
2.90 1. a 63 .665 1.910 
3.00 1.070 .61t8 1.983 
3,10 1. (177 .& 39 2,0 Sf> 
3.20 1.08 S .639 2.128 
3.30 1.08'!' .648 2.1g8 
3.40 1.11 gO .666 2.267 
3.50 1.092 .5'H 2.334 
3.&0 1.091 .724 2.400 
J.70 1.090 .762 2.464 
3.80 1.086 .804 2.527 
3.90 1.082 .A48 2.590 
4.00 1.077 .694 2.651 
4.10 1. 071 .939 2.712 
4.20 1. 0&4 .962 2.772 gnr~jl'iA1[; PAGEllQ .. 4.30 1.057 1,022 2.832 
4.40 1.050 1.057 2.893 .F ,lOOB; QUi~': 
4.50 1.041t 1.088 2.953 
4, f,0 1.038 1.112 3.015 
122 


















FIRST DERIVATIVES OF INTEGRATED RESPONSES 
TIME PNOOT BETANOOT DSTAROOT 
0.00 2.828 -.03/\ .832 
.10 2.232 .097 .803 
.211 1.754 .245 .77'0 
.30 1.369 .3q5 .736 
.40 1. G 58 .538 .7'02 
.50 .806 .66S .666 
.60 .601 .169 .631 
.70 .436 .846 .609 
.80 .304 .893 .585 
.90 .199 .q07 .566 
1.00 .117 .890 .553 
1. to • a 55 .843 .545 
1.20 .009 .769 .542 
1.30 -.021 .671 .545 
1.40 -.040 .556 .553 
1.50 -,048 .428 .566 
1.60 -.048 .294 0582 
1.10 -.041 .158 .601 
1.80 -.029 .028 .621 
1.90 -.013 -.093 .643 
2.00 .004 -.199 .664 
2.10 .022 -.288 .684 
2.20 .039 -.355 .7'03 
2.30 .055 -.400 .719 
2.40 .068 -.421 .731 
2.50 .078 -.419 .741 
2.60 .085 -.396 .746 
2.10 .088 .... o3S2 .748 
2.80 .087 -.292 .746 
2.90 .082 -.218 .7'41 
3. 00 .07'5 -.134 • 7' 33 
3.10 .064 -.045 .722 
3.20 .051 .046 .7'09 
3.30 .031 .135 .695 
3.40 .021 .218 • l) 80 
3.50 • a as .292 .665 
3.60 -.011 .355 .551 
3.70 -.025 .403 .638 
3.80 -.038 .437 .526 
3.90 -.049 .454 .611 
4.00 -.058 .456 .609 
4.10 -.064 .443 .605 
It. 20 -.061 .416 .603 
4.30 -.068 .377 .603 
It. 40 -.066 .329 .606 
It. 50 -.062 .273 .611 
















• 6 It It 
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Listing of Program AANDB 











'" a: w 
'" z 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U un 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
aiIJn~U"15"nU"ronnnNnnnttn~~~»14~~nll19h~U~U~~U«49~~~~~""~~"~mU~~D"~la"ronnnnn~nnn 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 








5 ; 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
66666&666666666666566666666666666656666666666666666666666G666666666666666 
711771111111711171111 71 71111 717111 7171111711111111111 71111111 7 1 7 11111111 
0000080800080088980088808000800808088008000088800008000808808080B080B088 
9999999999999999999 S 9 S 9 99! ~ 99 9 ~ 9 S 9 ~9 9 9 999 9 9 9 9 99 9 9999 99 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 S 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 
























1 2 1 • 








9 9 9 
1 • J , 
..,~ ~~ 
~>d \~ 
o. o. o. 
ZARO 6 




3333333 33333333 3333133333 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
44444444444444444444444.444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 E 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
111177711711171171711111717777171717177711777771111171111117717711777711 
8088808 88008030 8808108088 00800080888080886888808088808880.80088800860 














~'i ~~ ~~ 
tQl'\:I 
\\ 
.5 .820 .16 ~376 
1 1 (5 9 1 tI 9 10 II 1! U ~ !i 11 II Ii ~1I-71-'-4-ri-:S:~I-!fl:i14 .. n:~: ~~ l~ 40 I; C2 43 '4 _54' 4T.aU 50 51 ~151!4 U!o!!l sau 5361 E2 &l E44~ ~~ ~1~! E~ I: n r. l' ~. I~ 1i' n !~ rg ~~ 
~"~1!1 lei .,.0F!.'A.:.t.. ... T;,Trp..'~~-l-r: _ ::-::::IiiiENTlnCA~lotO--
~~EL ! TYPE! w'ZAftQ.....·'- TA"t:MEriT 1e!;;"V' - I [L~' 
PAGE 1!>0I1t.L/-/ A I 9 COBOL STATEMENT ,OEuTlFICb.TION 
o 0 0 0 91010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 aDO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ODe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t13456 11"0U1ZU~B"nBnronnnxn~nn~~~»D"n~nn~.qUC~~a4TQU~~UU~UU~~u~"aO~~U&l~nron~nunnnnn" 




~ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 l 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 r c 33 ,3 31313 3 3 3 3 3 3 3333 l3 3 3 3 333333 3 3! 3 z 





66666666666666666666666 6666666666666 666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
111111111111 711 1111111111 11171111111 :1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 11 
BS 8888000080 000888 BOOOOBBOBD8B 0!8R88BOD08080B808088108888080080000D80a80BOO 












>tl~ ~~ . 
.g>tl ~~ 
1 .. 02 .58 .. 676 




333333 333333 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3333 _ 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33333333333333 3l 3 3 3 3 3 3 33.3333333 3 3 3 31 r 
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444A g 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ; 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
66666666666666666 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 '6 ,6666666666666666666666656656666.66666666666 
777 77 777717 77 77 777 711777 777 ;177 71777 77 771717 7771711111111111771117717777 
880000 Ol8008U 8 8800888 088088000088888l80B8088880S!8880B8BB0080SB8888 
~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 H 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
















1.5 1.02 <>~ • J-> .951· 




2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 t2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 





008080 88080800 080008888. 08088808088000088808ooooo00088o8o8o88!888o88o 
































1.005 .9E: 1.26 
000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 DO 0











5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. ! 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5





8 90 8 0 8 . 8 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 88 8 ., 0 8 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 8 8 n 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 8





IP .. "DOIU 












,.., 'c-c.. __ I 
~~ 
~~ \~ 
1.03 .8 1.61 
000000 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
Ja'10"UDU~~nm~ronnnununnN~lln~~~~n~u~~UU~~4SUq~~~y~~gS~Ng~maaMeAi' •• Rnnn~a5n 
11111 1111111111111111111111 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 




7 7 77 11111 77 111111 77 111 7 111111111111111111111111111111111111 7 111 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 11 
00800,08080808 888080801 810 '8818008808688888888088 888! 8 88 8188881188881 0 
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
ll'5Iil1tgl~nnQ"~mnW~mnnnKnmnaDm~nuu~sn.HUUUQ"U~UUU~~Y~~~~~~~W~~~~u"~uDronnn~n~nnn 














3. 1. 07 .65 1. '38 
";-inff1 jr~oii o -: '0 
0000000 0 n 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 000 0000 0 00 0000 C 0 00 00 0 0 000 on COO 0 0 000 00 00 00 000 00 00000 0 B910UUDU"Bn~~m~nn~5annn~~u~un~nma~~UQq~"qUU~~lnUWUMnU"~unU~~""Rnmnnnn~nnnn 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22222222222222222222222222222'-2,,222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
333333 33333333 333333333333 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
55555555555555555 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555 555F5555 55555 5 
6566666666666666 .6666666666666666666686666666666666666666666 6 66666666666 
17171171 .171711171711117111711711117111717171111111111711711117111111711 
080060 00000000 680880000800 0 000008000880BIOOS80000080OU008888000808008 










-~ ,..,,' ~~ ~~ 
'6-'" \~ 
3.5 1.09 .69 2.:34 








111111 7 1111 7 111111111 7 7 7 111111 7 111111111111111111111111111 r 7 111111111111 
00088 00001808 808888088808 00010888808088808188080880188088000088080000 
9999999 9999!g99 '939999~!!9999999999999999999S9999~99!999999999999999999 
1 1 1 , S 161, B & Iii n I! D U U 15 1118 Ii 2~:I nn24 25 te 2T .za2:U~ lln as100 nlS 31 lalUD 41 41 oQ4' 4~4a 4·'4.~1i1l51 5Bl 54 5B6!I 51 ~~~~ fl61 ~ &l6H66HUt ~ n u 13 t41HIi 1111 n 



















. 4. 1.075 . 






333333 33333333 1333333333" 33333 33 333333333 3333333333333U3 33333333333333 
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
555555555 55555555555555555 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6666656666666666666666~666 "666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
11111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 J 111111111111111 
B B a 0 BOO 0 & a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 '0 8 8 8 a 0 8 8 8 8 a 8 0 5 8 S 0 8 B 8 8 a 0 0 BOO 0 0 0 0 8 0 8 0 8 8 0 0 0 e 8 S 8 8 B B 
99999999999999999 99999S99999999999999999999999S9999999t99999999999999999 
I :; J ~ ~ I § I! t 9 10 " 12 13 14 !5 It If IS \9 2ll ZT ;1 2: ann 11 21l'1 ,a Jl n I:; 34 1~ ~~]i ]I n ~p 41 4, (J '4 ~!4~ 4' '8" SO!: 52 ~ 5C S. ~ ~1 sa !II M Sl!2 U at U ~Uf U ~t 10 n r. n 74 is 7li II 1lI 

















4.5 1.045 1.09 2.95 
£NT 
00000 0000000000 '000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0 0 0 0 
B9101InUU"lBumnro~nn2cnMnH~~nnnM~3n.n~~U~"~~QU.D~~~~M"~"aQ~hDa~uu~nnronnnn~~nnn 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 tIl 1 ttl 1 tIl lIt 1 tIl 1 tIl 1 It 1 It It 1 tIt tIl 1 tIl 1 t It 1 t 
222222222222222~222222222 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 r 
444444'4444444444444444444~444444444444444444444444'4444444444444444444' ~ 
5555555 55555555555555555555 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666&6666666666666666666 
777777777777717717177777177777177777177777177777717111117711117177717177 
0880 08000008 BO 0088888888088888808880088088888008008888108862 n 8 8188808 
99999999999999999 999999999 9999999geg 9999 SS9!9SS999S 99S9S991S 99999 99999 
\ : J ; 11&J 1 G ~ I~ 1\ U I~ 14 151$11 Ii 19:u:.1 nll14~za., 2.~tl3:;\ ]J1U41H5lT lilt4a41 U Ca4~HS4J ~a~uo ~I !.I:>lWSSS8 51Sl5HU1&l6J6UHUiUSI ro n lJ n 14 nn n 












I 2 ] • 
1.025 1.15 3.27 
zeRP STA-rgMI':,,'T Ie! Y .0 ±!' ~ 
_. __ " .• _. I ._ ...... _.~,_ •. 
0000000 00000000 il 0 0 0 0 0 DO 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 00 0000 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 GOO 0000 0 COO, 000 0 0000 
16iIGnUDUedng~~n~nu~~»nN~~UD~~unnm~~~U~G"~QU~~~u~~mng"~hn~MU"~uuronnnu~nn 
111111 111111111 1 111!l11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
22222222 222222222222222222 22222222222222222222122222222221222222222222 
3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 3 ) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 r 
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444' ~ 
555555555 55555555 555555555555555555555555555555 5555 555555555~ 55 5 5 55555 
66S6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666&6666566666666666666666 
7777777777777771777777777717 7777777717777717771177177777177777717777177 
008080 000B006BO 8B0880888 80BOB808B8080!0880888010aOB0080030B0808100BBB 















~a "r:I~ g~ :~ 
£r=: ~ fJ tJ 
(I 1 
DO 0 DO DO 0 0 DO 0 0 DO DO 0 0 DOD 0 DOD 0 0 DO DO 00000 DODD 0 0 DO DO 0 DO DO DOD 0 0 0 0 DOD DO 0 0 DO 0 0 0 
Dila"aUMB1BUGwro~nnuanUDN~nnnMn~nun~~OC~U"UUU~~g~MnM~9U~hUOMu"~unronnnM~nnnn 
1 1 1 1. 111 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 1111 1 11 1 111 1111111 1 111 1 111 111 1 1 1 11 1 111 1 1 11 1 1111 11 1 1 1 
2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 







o 80S 0 0 0 S 5 8 0 Boa 0 8 0 8 0 0 8 8 8 0 8 0 8 U8 0 8 8 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 0 8 0 8 0 8 0 B 8 9 B 0 8 0 0 • 8 8 0 0 
9999999999999999999999 999!99999 9 9 9 9 999 9 999 99 99999 99 9 9 99 9 9 S9 9 99 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9; 











i~~ ~ Ii! 
o. -.0030%5 O. -.254275 -2.064'75 -.254275 2.06475 
-fZ6R5-~.::T_"-fE:MEr., 
00000000 ooooon_~o' 00000 00000000000000900000Q 000000000000000000 000000 
lall0~UU~DgUq"~nU2JUan~Dn~nn~~nnnun~4IUC~6~~«4'~~~~~Ug5rUH~~U~M~"v.a"ronnnHn~n 
111111!lllll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
22222222222222222222222222222222222 22 22222 2222222222 22 2222 22222222 
333333333 3333 33 3333333 33333333 3333333333,33333)33333333333,3333333 
4444444444444444444444444444444444444',4444444444 44444444 444444444,4444 
55555555555555555555 55555555555555 555,555555555 55555,'555 55555555' 55 
6666666&666666666666 66666666666666666666666666 666666666666666666 66666 
117 711711711111711711117117111117 711111 711111111 11111111111111111111 
80808&808 '0680 8880808808 08000088 8888000080 8UIS088088888S00 ,88088i8 
99SlSI199S!!9999~99 9999S~999ggg999S999999999999999999S9999S9999999999999 









612.2 22.24 -.319 331.8 .S 10. • 01 
12l4! i, 910111113" 16t1:t'5'CJ~1:n :S-:$n2l2!'3tl(~5 18H'Jl:'"if 444S'!C~"'~!r051·~-S3-~5B&57U '96£!£: ~t.5-.&mfli1tn-1fln,7!li1;,.jgl 
FORTRAN tloT~;T ---. IID£ .. TIIICATlO'-' 
WJZ .... ~O~T~E"NT Ie! ·2 + I -::Illi 
COBOl.. STATEMENT IO:HTIF1CI!.TIO"l 
DODD DIDIO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000300000 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DOC 0 CDC 0 000 eGO 000000000 Coo D D 0, 
IJ145islDII~nttU"~RUQUWltnnMl~an2lM»nnnMn~nn»~~QQ"UU~U4'm~~~~~"~~"wmuu~u.uu"~nn~n~NnNH~ 
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